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Students Speak Out Against
Recent Campus Hate Crime
BY MARCIE
YOSELEVSKY
News Writer
Campuses the size of Trinity
are notorious for the rapid rate
at which news spreads. Despite
this, few on campus were aware
until days after the event that a
On Sunday April 15, accord-
ing to Campus Safety, a large
swastika was drawn in wide
double parallel lines.stretching
from fence to fence and across
two tennis courts. The size of
the chalking made it difficult to
recognize the symbol unless it
was viewed from high above.
The marks went unrecognized
George Kaneb '01, Men's Tennis Captain, spoke at HANNAH GANT
Wednesday's vigil, held on the tennis courts
huge swastika had been heavily
chalked across the tennis
courts.
until part way through a tennis
match played against Brandeis
on the following Monday.
Those on the court noticed
the double lines, but attributed
them to neighborhood kids
playing a game, explained ten-
nis Captain George Kaneb '01.
Later a team member watching
the game from above recog-
nized the swastika. Coach Paul
Assiante was notified and he
immediately informed the Ath-
letic Department and the ad-
ministrators.
Students did not receive word
of the incident until Tuesday,
when College Chaplain Nihal
de Lanerolle sent a campus
wide email. In his letter he in-
formed the campus of the
chalkings and noted the timing,
coinciding with holidays in
both Christianity and Judaism.
He also explained the history
and significance of the swas-
tika.
Tuesday afternoon several
students and professors visited
the tennis courts to examine the
chalking. That night a meeting
was held and a vigil organized
for the following day.
Late Tuesday night students
and faculty received an email
from Sharon Herzberger, stating
"Reports have come to us of
chalkings, bulletin board mark-
ings, and entries on the Daily
Jolt that are offensive to our
see HATE on page seven
Lieberman to Speak
at Commencement
BY DAVIS ALBOHM
- News Writer
The identity of keynote
speaker for the 2001 Com-
mencement exercise was re-
vealed last week to the Tripod by
the President's Office. As he
promised last fall, Senator Jo-
seph I. Lieberman will address
the senior class at the gradua-
tion ceremony on May 20.
Lieberman was expected to
speak to the college late last se-
mester, however the contested
presidential election kept him
from the engagement.
Lieberman has a broad na-
tional political history as well as
one locally, in the state of Con-
necticut. He was born in Stam-
ford, and obtained both his
bachelor's degree and law de-
gree from Yale University. He
was a State Senator from 1971-
81, and the Connecticut Attor-
ney General from 1983-89. He
has represented the state in the
United States Senate for 12
years, and was recently re-
elected in 2000.'
Most recently, Lieberman
joined ex- Vice President Al
Gore on the Democratic Presi-
dential ticket of the 2000
election. In one of the most
hotly contested and most
UEBERMAN.COM
Joseph Lieberman to speak
at Graduation
controversial Presidential elec-
tions in United States history,
Gore and Lieberman lost by a
narrow margin, only one elec-
toral vote. On the same day
however, Lieberman was re-
elected to the United States Sen-
ate by a margin of 29% over the
Republican contender Phil
Giordano.
Lieberman has written five
books, including The Legacy
which is a history o/Connecti-
The Power Broker, a biography
of John Bailey, former Demo-
cratic Party Chairman.
Lieberman.currently resides
in New Haven while not work-
See JOE on page eight
Tuition Climbs; Trustees Blame Heating and SGA
BY ANDREW SCHURR
News Writer
Earlier this semester, the
Board of Trustees convened to
decide Trinity's fiscal plan for
the coming 2001-2002 year.
The meeting contained many
surprises for the coming year,
including a 5.2% hike in tuition,
room, and board fees for stu-
dents next year.
This figure almost doubles
the normal yearly increase of
2.8%, and drives the price of at-
tending Trinity up to $34,300,
according to a mid-March re-
port by Senior Vice President of
Operations and Planning, Linda
Campanella.
According to Campanella,
the dramatic increase is due to
"a 4.9 percent increase in Col-
lege-controlled costs" as well as
a one-hundred dollar increase
in the Student Activity fee.
"In setting these fees,"
Campanella says in the report,
"the Board took into consider-
ation the higher than antici-
pated cost of utilities and
heating fuel that has plagued
the Northeast this winter and
the need to provide competitive
compensation for the College's
faculty and staff.
"Additional revenue will also
help fund Trinity's present and
future construction efforts,
which include the Library and
Information Technology Center
renovation and expansion, cer-
tain residence hall improve-
ments, and Vernon Street
infrastructure and landscape
improvements.
Part of the tuition increase-
about one hundred dollars per
student— will be diverted to the
SGA to fund student activities.
"Part of it will be used to pay for
the sixty new cable channels, as
requested by students, and the
rest will be used for student
groups and activities," Jake
Schneider '04, an SGA senator-
at-large, explained this past
weekend. "All of the money
that's going to SGA from this
hundred-dollar charge will be
headed right back to the stu-
dents, and only the students."
Some of the money going into
Trinity's coffers will undoubt-
edly be channeled towards the
much-vaunted "Strategic Plan"
established in 1998. Whether or
not students will see immediate
benefit from this part of the in-
creased price tag of tuition is
still in question. Fortunately,
the administration has ear :
marked a good portion of the
funds to go towards much-
needed faculty compensation.
The Board has also made plans
to fund three new full-time ten-
ure-track positions, a move that
many students are cheering.
"More teachers? Good stuff.
Now I can get my learn on,
baby," said Cyriac George, a
freshman committed to aca-
demics.
Still, many students have
mixed reactions about the in-
See TUITION one page eight
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A Night With the Real X-Files Lady
KRISTIN POWELt
Dr. Anne Simon, Professor at the University of Maryland, speaks to the Trinity community
about her work on the popular FOX TV show, The X-Files. She uses her scientific knowledge
to help her friend, Chris Carter, creator of the show, ensure accuracy.
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Response to Hate Crime Requires a Real Assessment
The April 14 appearance of a large swastika chalked on the tennis courts was a shock to
the Trinity community. The discovery of such an obvious symbol of hate sparked a dra-
matic response that has included a vigil against hate attended by over 150 faculty and
students and a lively discussion around campus. Rev. Nihal de Lanerolle, the College
Chaplain, e-mailed an intelligent statement to the community that condemned this act of
hate, as did Sharon Herzberger, whose e-mail was cosigned by President Dobelle, faculty
and students.
The response from the Trinity community is encouraging on account of its strength, and
speed. The vigil was a clear demonstration of opposition to hatred and prejudice, wherever
it might' appear. Student discussions, both in person and in the forums of the Daily Jolt
web site, reinforce the sense of disgust on the part of the majority of the community at
such acts.
Unfortunately, on the same Daily Jolt on which students responded so strongly to the
swastika, homophobic, classist and racist epithets appear regularly. These same comments
can be heard around campus far too often, articulated by those who feel that this commu-
nity welcomes, or at least makes light of, such comments. It might just be a couple of
words at a party, or behind the closed doors of students' rooms, or it might be a scrawled
phrase on a classroom desk or bathroom wall. At Trinity, issues of hatred and misunder-
standing ran far deeper than a simple chalking on a tennis court.
It is easy to mobilize against an act as public and cowardly as the recent chalking. It is
easy to say that Trinity is part of the real world and that hatred and prejudice are also part
of this world. It is easy to say that nothing can be done. It is far more difficult to take a
stand against friends, fellow students and professors who are racist, classist, anti-semitic
and homophobic. No doubt some of the same students who participated in the vigil have
read or heard such expressions of hatred and prejudice in the past and not responded. Until
our community is willing to take this difficult stand in a broad and firm manner, wherever
it might appear and from whoever it might come, the underlying hatreds that plague our
campus will continue.
Let this chalking and the immense response to it be a jumping off point for an open and
honest assessment of bigotry and misunderstanding on campus. If this happens, then a
truly negative act will have positive ramifications.
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Professor Evaluations
How We Should Rate Those Who Teach Us
For those students who were the students pay Trinity for the
planning to go to class on
Wednesday, forget it. The year is
over, go in peace. Hopefully you
remembered to fill out your fac-
ulty evaluation forms before
you left, but don't sweat if you
didn't - the dirty little secret is
that nobody reads those things
anyway.
Dan Berman
Controlling the Assumptions
right to teach us, not the other
way around. At a liberal arts
college, the faculty is paid to
teach, not to be self-righteous
snobs raising their noses at stu-
dents from the safe confines of
the Faculty Club.
Of course, getting the rel-
evant people to read and respect
your evaluation doesn't
really matter if the pro-
Oh sure, some faculty and
departments may claim they
pay attention, but please, are we
really supposed to believe that
they take this seriously?
If I were a professor, I'm not
sure 1 would. After all, as a
(probably tenured) professor at
a prestigious liberal arts college,
why should I care what some
snot-nosed sophomore has to
say about my class? Who is he
to tell me how to teach? Besides,
he missed half the classes, so I'm
expected to sit here and read his
rant telling me how to make my
class more interesting? Get real.
fessor doesn't hand them
out in the first place!
This has happened
— — several times during my
tenure at Trinity, and not coin-
cidentally, generally in classes
that, well, sucked. These were
the classes where I was plan-
ning my comments in the mar-
gin of my notes while the
professor droned on and on and
on. These are the classes and
professors that need critical stu-
dent evaluations the most, so
that changes and improve-
ments can be made for next
year.
If a class isn't working, you
don't keep teaching it the same
way until no students register,
you find the problem and fix it.
The blame for a poor class always falls on
the students because blaming the professors
would mean admitting they're not perfect
What Trinity needs to do is
revamp the faculty evaluation
system, making evaluation
forms and they way they are re-
viewed standard across depart-
ments, and treating the student
comments seriously for a
change. Half of the battle will
be conquering the attitude de-
scribed above: faculty simply
doesn't trust students.
The first problem with the
evaluation system is that it's in-
consistent. There are different
forms for different departments,
and different criteria for review
by the Chair and fellow faculty
members.
All evaluations should be
read by the department Chair
and review committees, not
simply returned to the profes-
sor, who can simply toss them
in the round file if he or she
doesn't like what is written. Stu-
dents should know that their
voices and opinions actually
matters in determining the
quality of their education. We
Unfortunately, the blame for a
poor class always falls on the
students because blaming the
professors would mean admit-
ting they're not perfect, and
heaven forbid if a faculty rnem-
ber admits making a mistake or
two.
Finally, this place needs an
attitude adjustment. The stu-
dent evaluations I'm talking
about are the ones used by the
professors and departments, not
some sort of handbook to tell
other students bad things about
certain professors.
We don't need a book to say
that Peter Burns or Ron Kiener
are popular with students.
What we need is the knowledge
the faculty takes our input seri-
ously, even if we turned a paper
in late and didn't show up to
class at 9a.m. on Fridays.
Fix the evaluation system,
and then perhaps we can get on
with the business of keeping
the right professors, for a
change.
Pillow Talk is excited that we are all really really close to
the end of the year. Only a few more weeks of the ol" grind
stone, and then it's summer, the time for the sun, the sand,
good times, and great lovin'. Well, maybe not that lovin'thing.
p , A M Everyone who was there had a
' " *^V good time. Both of them.
Trinity Reaches Record
Admissions Numbers
Like we always do. Pillow Talk
is no longer impressed.
Tuition Keeps going up.
Men's Crew
Keeps on beating opponents
(mainly around the face and
neck).
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A Shared Lesson in Student Leadership
A Student Reflects on The Message of Her Trip to a Leadership Conference in Washington D.C.
BY MELISSA MEZA
Opinions Writer
"Authority = Power - Influ-
ence. How many believe that
equation to be true?" This is
how the story begins. It's 9am
on a Monday morning when
Professor McKee walks into
American National Govern-
ment and jots down the equa-
tion A=P=I on the board and
asks us what it means. I'm
puzzled. I'm sitting there think-
ing about this equation, which,
at the time, meant nothing to
me. Professor McKee goes on to
say that the equation is wrong.
Influence is at its highest level
if it includes authority and
power, which it almost never
does. "Influence is at the lowest
ter for the Study of the Presi-
dency". The essay contest was
to be held mid March in Wash-
ington, DC during the Center's
symposium. No one seemed in-
terested in writing a 2500 word
essay for an essay contest. The
theme for the essay was "The
First 100 days of the New Ad-
ministration." McKee then goes
about his persuasion another
way and throws in that he and
his wonderful wife, Mary, will
take whoever wrote a good es-
say down to DC and show them
a good time. He triggered a bit
more attention than before. I
began to listen. I thought to
myself "...going to Washington,
DC in March isn't at all a bad
idea...too bad I can't write well."
I went ahead and did it anyway.
My first draft was on foreign
Every person here at Trinity College has
potential of being student leaders as well as
leaders in the future.
level, the most difficult to attain.
It is merely persuasion without
having influence and power.
Authority is the legal right to do
something. Power is coercion
and capability to force someone
to do something, legitimately or
illegitimately." That is Professor
McKee's definition.
McKee tries to prove his
point by persuading us to write
an essay for the National Essay
Contest sponsored by "The Cen-
policy. Boring topic, 1 know. I
then decided to change my
topic to something more ap-
pealing, more rational, and re-
alistic. 1 stepped into McKee's
office and asked him to help me
chose a topic to write about. I
felt disoriented and my interest
in writing this essay was slowly
fading. After speaking to Pro-
fessor McKee for a while, 1 felt
more oriented and felt as if he
reassured me. We discussed cer-
tain issues and topics, talked
about personal goals, and ended
with a small conversation over
leadership. He said certain
things that pertained to how
"student leaders take
charge" and how I
have what it takes to
be a leader and write
a good essay. "What is
he talking about?
Leadership? I'm not a
leader," I thought. As
as professor, McKee
used his influential
power to persuade me
into writing the essay
by telling me that I
had potential to be a
"leader". I wrote the fi-
nal draft and as a re-
sult went down to
Washington, DC,
along with three other
students and the
McKees.
While in Washing-
ton, we did a bit of
sightseeing, ate at an
Irish pub, met with
Senator Lieberman,
and of course attended
the symposium. The
symposium began Friday
morning and went all the way
through Saturday afternoon. At
the conference, we heard panels
and individual speakers dis-
cussing topics ranging from
"The First 100 days of Recent
Presidents" to "State Depart-
ment and National Security Re-
form". Of the seven major
panels/speakers that 1 sat
through, only one person got
my full, undivided attention.
David Gergen, ex-Presidential
advisor to Presidents Nixon,
Ford, Carter, Reagan, Bush, and
Clinton, astonished me with his
sharp talk over "Leadership in
they've courageously begun."
The purpose of this article is
not a personal memoir; rather 1
am trying to bring together
what 1 have learned about lead-
r -
the 21st Century." After a brief
bio about himself, Gergen be-
gan the talk with "leadership".
He triggered an immediate re-
action from me as I turned my
head to listen to what he had to
say. I recognized that word, but
was yet to understand it. He
ironically continued, "It may
seem perverse to begin a talk
about leadership with Richard
Nixon." He discussed,his expe-
riences with Nixon, as well'as
the other presidents he's had an
opportunity to learn from
while working with them as
their advisor. He said that these
men "had what it takes to be
great leaders. Nixon was a great
strategist. Clinton is one of the
best tacticians I have ever met.
Reagan was able to have a quick
start as well as being able to
work with other elements of our
e r s
in the future. We do not have to
be born from politicians like the
Kennedy or Bush family to be
leaders. It stems from Gergen's
first lesson of leadership, "lead-
ership comes from within."
As students, we often over-
extend ourselves and reach for
different horizons. If it does not
come through, we lose credibil-
ity within ourselves and o£ten
think about giving up. 1 know
this from personal experience.
We need to jump on every op-
portunity that is presented to us
and take charge. Although,
while doing so, we must make
sure that we have "a purpose" for
doing what we do. In addition,
we must be able to console with
our "strong, prudent advisors".
I now understand why my
advisor, Professor McKee, men-
tioned the word leadership to
As students we often over-extend ourselves.
If it does not come through we often think
about giving up.
democratic system. Most im-
portantly, Reagan created a
legacy, inspiring legions of fol-
lowers to carry on his mission
long after his departure from
office."
David Gergen ended his
speech by sharing with us seven
fundamental lessons of leader-
ship that I have learned and will
never forget. "There are seven
keys to responsible and effective
leadership. To begin, Leader-
ship comes from within. Before
mastering the world, a leader
must achieve self-mastery.
Character is destiny. Second,
just as leaders have a strong
character, a leader must be of
clear purpose. Third, a leader
must have a capacity to per-
suade. Fourth, a leader must be
able to work within the system.
Fifth, a leader must have a sure,
quick start, Sixth, there must
always be strong, prudent ad-
visers surrounding each leader.
Last, a leader.should always be
willing to inspire others to
carry on the mission which
me a while back. As a profes-
sor, Clyde McKee expressed his
leadership skills. Not only was
he a good advisor to me, but also
he also stealthily carried on his
mission and inspired me to re-
alize that I too have potential of
being a leader. Professor McKee
seemed to be discrete about the
ways he expressed his leader-
ship qualities. He began by
mentioning it in class to about 35
students of politics, persuaded
those who showed interest, and
ultimately influenced those who
followed through. This happened
either because he has good leader-
ship skills or because those of us
who wrote the essays are potential
leaders. Maybe both. The point is
that Professor McKee, (according to
Gergens 71'1 key leadership skill,)
carried on his mission of leader-
ship by inspiring me to write a
priEe winning essay and bealeader
without having much authority or
power He did it solely through his
influential capability. lam trying
to do the same.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Confronting Hatred at Trinity
A Message to the Community from The College Chaplain
To the Trinity Community:
The past week was one of
great importance in the life of
persons of the Jewish and
Christian faiths, observing a
week of Passover and Holy
Week ending with Easter re-
spectively.
In both these traditions the
observances called for reflec-
1
 tion on the evil of mistrust and
hate, and the redemptive power
of forgiveness and reconcilia-
tion between human beings
and human beings and God.
It appears that on Sunday the
15th of April, even as Christians
were celebrating Easter, a sym-
bol of the triumph of good over
evil, some person or persons
had painted another symbol,
the Swastika across the four
tennis courts opposite Ferris
Athletic center.
The Swastika is an ancient
symbol. It is an equilateral
cross with arms bent at right
angles, all in the same direc-
tion, usually the right or clock-
wise.
Before this symbol gained
ing the Navajo Indians, Bud-
dhists, Jains and Hindus. It is
widely dispersed in the ancient
and modern world.
The Swastika was a symbol
of prosperity and good fortune.
The major difference be-
tween the ancient symbol and
its use by the Nazis is that on
Hitler's insistence the left-
handed version was used and it
is at a slant, while the ancient
We should abhor such hatred and evil if that
was the intention of those who painted it.
It originally represented the re-
volving sun, fire or life — a
"wheel of life" or "Sun-Wheel";
the four points of the compass,
the four winds, and human-
kind itself. Many interpreta-
tions have been given to this
ancientsymbol. The word itself
is derived from the Sanskrit
swastika which means, "condu-
cive to well-being".
It is commonly a symbol of
prosperity and good fortune.
The oriental interpretation of
the symbol has been that of a
"Sun-Wheel," with the right
handed version being for "life"
or the Sun, and the left-handed
version being for "death" or the
// the person or persons responsible for this
act are members of our community we implore
you to seek help,
notice because o[ its use by
Ado\E Hitler as \ht symbol of
Nazi Germany, the Swastika
had a long history.
It was a religious symbol
used by many cultures includ-
Moon.
swastika rested flat.
Today, this symbol has come
to represent intolerance, hatred,
evil and anti-Semitic senti-
ments.
Whenever the symbol is
painted in a public place, as on
our tennis courts, we see again
the emergence of hatred and
evil.
We should abhor such ha tred
and evil if that was the inten-
tion of those who painted it.
There is no room in our com-
munity for such anger and
hate.
If the person or persons
responsible for this act are
members of our community
we implore you to seek help.
The rest of us choose to
turn away from the hatred
intended by this symbol and
make it instead a reminder
to us of its ancient meaning
of forgiveness, peace, pros-
perity, trie gqadness of ljfe
a white circle with a crimson
background became the na-
tional symbol of Nazi Ger-
many.
In peace,
Nihal de Lanerolle
College Chaplain
Meal Plan Considered
To the Editor:
Several things concern me
with regard to the impending
decision concerning Trinity's
meal plan. If the college decides •
to require that all students sign
on to the meal plan next year it
will be de facto rewarding
Sodexho-Marriott for providing
a food service that does not meet
student standards. What's more,
it will simply serve to punish
students for Marriott's inability
to provide adequate food ser-
vice.
As with any business, it
seems that the college would
seek to gain the maximum ben-
efit from the services with
which it contracts in order to
make wise investments of stu-
dent money. But if we continue
plan that allowed and encour-
aged students to go out and
spend money in Hartford's local
eateries boost the local
economy?
When students are forced to
dump their money in one lump
. sum to a mediocre food service,
the community sees none of
that money. It goes straight
back into the pockets of the
Sodexho-Marriott corporation.
What I propose is a meal plan
with no centralized dining hall.
Students have the convenience
of eating on campus at estab-
lishments like the Cave and the
Bistro, but also the freedom to
venture off campus to dine in
the community. Some schools
have programs where a credit
system can be used, so that par-
The fact still remains that Trinity is in the
business of serving its students and not its
food vendor.
with Marriott as it is, clearly
that is not the goal. I understand
that ours is a longstanding re-
lationship with Marriott. But
the fact still remains that Trin-
ity is in the business of serving
its students and not its food ven-
dor.
Another reason I see for find-
ing a solution that allows stu-
dents the freedom to eat and
spend wherever they please is
social responsibility. With so
many people off the meal plan,
g f in-
creased. In keeping with the
college's dedication to the im-
provement of its surrounding
communities, wouldn't a meal
ticular establishments accept
some sort of Trinity credit guar-
antee, and the charges can be
added to student bills, in a cumu-
lative or declining balance for-
mat. In this way the college and
its (generally) affluent commu-
nity can have a mutually benefi-
cial way, to interact with the
community-at-large on a daily
basis.If social responsibility and
dedication to the revitalization of
our community are truly irnpor-
tantaspects of the college's agenda,
than every aspe
mustrjeexafmfiecTtos
help further that cause.
Sincerely,
Nicholas T. Lombardi '03
Reports have come to us of chalkings, bulletin board markings, and entries on the Daily Jolt that are offensive to our commitment to human dignity,
tolerance, and diversity on this campus. We find such actions outrageous and inexcusable. Trinity is not alone in experiencing such acts, but we find no
comfort in this knowledge. We are a community that cherishes free speech but rejects language and action that demean and threaten others. We are a
community that encourages deliberative dialogue and rejects the cowardly, anonymous expression of hatred. Trinity's mission is to "foster critical
thinking" and "free the mind of parochialism and prejudice." Those who signed below affirmed this mission and stand against ignorance and hate.
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Wang James Nadzieja Kathryn Youngberg Maria Santos Oksana Ovtsinnik Sheree Adams Allison Zanno Catherine Morris DougAgnew James Porter Illl KathyGroff Marissa
Eddy Pat Burns Siscone Amanda Goodman Celia Anna de la Llama Douglas B. Johnson Jan Cohn Kathy McHale Marissa Grant Patrick R. Noonan Kent Smith Amy Howard Charles
Morris DrewA.Hyland Janet Bauer Katie Light Marissa Lindsey Patty Connolly Su-Layne Walker Andrea Gardiner Chenglah Ragaven Drew Sanborn Janice Jones Kay Davison
MarthaBurke PaulDeLucena Susan Brodeur Andrea Saari Chiharu Romano Drew Sanborn JarodGreene Keith Katz MartinTorres PaulLauter SusanSanders AndreaThomas Chris
Madison Dutch Barhydt Jeannette Gomez Kenneth Carter Mary Conneely Paula Russo Suzanne O'Connell Andrew J. Levesque Christine Corrigan Maryam Elahi Jeff Roche Kerry
Hood Mary LaPorte PeterBronka Theresa Turner Andrew Starr Christopher Card Elieen LauzierJeffrey Labrecque KevinGarcia Mary O'Connor Ponka Thomas Flynn AndyCopleman
Christopher Zoppi Elizabeth Armstrong Jeffrey Pierson Khaiim Kelly Mary Thomas Rachael Fairbanks Thomas Martin Jr. Angela landoli Cindy Molina Elizabeth Golini Jen Mann Kim
Buy Matt Williams Rachael Unkovic Tiffany Brown Angelo DeBortoli Claire Moodie Elizabeth Johnson Ji Kim King-fai Tarn Matthew Anderson Rachel Lipman Tim Herbst Ann Reuman
Colin Tabb Elizabeth Moran Jill Lee Lanna Hagge Matthew Barison Ramon Rosario Tom Jarm Anna M. Mates Corey Bernard Elizabeth Nethercote Joan Hedrick Laura Lockwood
Matthew L. Williams Raymond Smialowski Tommle Lee Anne King Craig Schneider Erica Martinson Joan Malerba-Foran Laura O'Dunne Maureen Welch Reed Whitman Tracy Eames
Anne Nisula Dan Lloyd Erin Ribey Joan Murphy Laura Rand Maurice L. Wade Reggie St. Germain Trang Le Anthony Oates Danelle Harewood Ethan Lewis Jocelyn Kane Laurel E.
Baldwin-Ragaven MD Meg Forster Renay Smallcomb Trude Goodman Antonio De Pena Jr. Daniel Blackburn Evan Dobelle Joe Barber Lauren McDowell Megan Carney Renny Fulco
Tyrohn Bell Antonio DePina Danya Labban Faith Allozie Joey Kohlman Lauren Muenzberg Megan Dubay Rhoda Adam Valeriano Ramos, Jr. Barbara Chapman Darren King
Finlay.Whittlesey John Bonhom Laurie Vincent Megan Joseph Ricardo Ramirez W. Miller Brown Barbara Escobar Dave Alexander Flavio Orellana John Rose Leila Schulman Meghan
Owen Rita Law William Horstmann Ben Johnson Dave Winer Frank Kirkpatrick Jon Prosnit Levana Polate Meghan Tucker Robert Devito Ben Sklar David Bovino Gidey Terfeu Jonathan
Small LiliannaOrellana Melissa Regan Ronald Kiener BenSwig DavidKnight GinnyPaynter Jorge Lugo Linda Campanella Melissa.Kotulski RonaldThomas Bethany Groome David
McAdoo Giennys DeJesus Jose Silva Linda Luby MeryiAzepa Rostysiav Orach Bill Mace David Miller George Kordek Jose Torres Lindsay Peet Michael Reynolds Ryan Turri Billy
Diamond David Norris Harvey Picker Joseph Byrne Lisa Dziokonskl Michael Sacks Sam Johnson Bob Devito David Reuman Helen Lang Joseph Muro Liz Brown Michelle Cruz
Samilys Rodriguez Brain Killian David Torres Helena Carvalho Joseph Stramondo Liz Yorke Miguel Marguez Sara Pflantzer Brenton Boudreaux Debbie Cook llda Ramos Joshua
Rosenthal Luis Gutierrez Mirembe Nutt-Mirembe Sarah Harrell Brett Boudreau Dena Riegel Imnett Habtes Juan Melendez Luis Miguel Quinche Jr. Nate Curtis Sarah Hunt Brian
Dekker Denise Burgher Ingrid Howell Judith Gilligan Lysandra Ohrstrom Same Bien Aime Richard Hazelton Robin Sheppard Paul Assaiante, and the entire Athletic Department
And 123 other signatures that could not be deciphered from the sign-up sheets. !
STOR6
.•219 ZION STK€T
HERTFORD, CT O61O6
860-247-9138
We Sell Kegs $41.99 and up
30 packs of Beer $11.99 $17.99
Tbdka
1/2 Gallon $10.99-$32.99
Gin
Rum
1/2 Gallon $13.99 23.99
Whiskey Blend, Bourbon
1/2 Gallon $12.99-$31.99
Wines
White Zinfandel 1.5 liter from $6.99
5 liter box $9.99 and up
: MUST B€ M YQMK OR OLD€R TO PURCHM€ ALCOHOL. DRI1^ €RS LIC€M9€
OMLY. SORRY MO SCHOOL ID'S. f * L K OR ^ LT€R€D LIC6DC69 WILL B€ COMf KCW6D
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On The Beat
Keeping the Tradtion...a
Calypso Brawi
At 1:37 am on April 22 Campus Safety responded to small
fight outside of AD. A large number of students had been at-
tending a function at the fraternity, and, according to one
brother, those in the fight had assaulted other brothers who
had tried to break up the fight. One AD brother suffered a
small laceration to the back of the head. At this point, the
motive for the fight is unknown. A couple of students in the
fight were identified by witnesses, and the case has been re-
ferred to the Dean of Student's Office.
Serious Potential to KILL
On April 22 at 12:45 am Campus Safety responded to a van-
dalism call in the basement of Cook A. The door to the high
voltage electrical room had been tampered with and broken
open. A locksmith came to the dorm to fix the damages.
A Late Night Harrassment in
the Stalls
A female resident of Ogilby called Campus Safety at 3:20
am on April 21 to report verbal harassmentcommitted toward
her five minutes earlier. She had left her room to go to the bath-
room and, upon entering the bathroom, found a male urinat-
ing against the wall, next to the door of a stall. She asked him
to hurry up, and the male replied, "Shut the f— up, you're only
going to throw up." He then proceeded to throw a garbage can
in her direction and broke a glass bottle in the stall. The stu-
dent ran back to her room and called Campus Safety. The case
has been directed to the Dean of Students Office.
THIS is What I Call an
Unhealthy Relationship
At 2:06am on April 22, a call was placed to Campus Safety
reporting a domestic dispute on the second floor of Smith. A
resident of the dorm heard someone screaming for help and
went into the west hallway to investigate. There he saw a male
chasing a female down the stairs. The suspect grabbed her by
the hair and threw her against the wall. On the third floor
Campus Safety and the witness found a non-student who re-
fused to give any information about himself. The victim de-
nied being assaulted by anyone, especially her boyfriend. Both
students were visiting Trinity from Holy Cross University. The
case has been referred to the Dean of Students Office.
But Don't Kegs, Cars, and
Baseball go Together so Well?
As Campus Safety was patrolling the main quad at 4:30 pm
on April 21, they came across a sof tball game with suspicious
activities. Officers noticed players walking from a black Nissan
in the area of Seabury. Upon further investigation, they found
a tapped keg inside a garbage can in the backseat of the car.
The incident has been referred to the Athletic Center and the
Dean of Students Office.
Drugs are Bad... mmmmkay
On April 20 at 3:53 pm Campus Safety reported to Little
Dorm to assist a student who needed medical attention. The
student admitted that he felt sick. He had been smoking mari-
juana and felt a tightnessinhis chest. TCERT came to thedorm
and requested that an ambulance be called. The student was
transported to Hartford Hospital, treated, and later released.
The student was very cooperative with authorities through
the evening.
Sometimes You Just Have to
©rill
At 12:05pm on April 20 Campus Safety received a call re-
garding a theft from the High Riselawn. The Office of Spe-
cial Events reported that a large barbeque grill was taken from
the area. The office requested tha t Buildings and Grounds leave
the grills where they were found. However, B & G reported
that they had not taken the grill and assisted in the search for
the missing barbeque. It was soon found at 156-158 Allen Place
where student residents were using the grill for their own pur-
poses. The grill was returned to High Rise. .
COLT Scavenger Hunt in Hartford
Trinity College Students Participate in First Annual Hunt
BY JON PROSNIT
- News Writer
Get a slice of pizza at Papais.
Find out the name of the Dali at
the Wadsworth. Get the name
of the leads at the Hartford
Stage.
These were just some of the
tasks from last week's first an-
nual Community Outreach
Leadership Team (COLT) Scav-
enger Hunt. Last Saturday,
nearly twenty Trinity Students,
armed with Polaroid cameras
broke up into teams and took
downtown Hartford by storm.
The first team to achieve all of
the tasks would be declared the
winner.
Teams of four or five ran,
walk, skipped, and drove
around downtown Hartford,
trying to finish as quickly as
possible. Teams did grave
rubbings at the Ancient
Burial Grounds, found out
who was the star hockey
Trinity students participate in the first COLT
Scavenger Hunt
JON PROSNIT
places and see things they
never knew about."
The participants also enjoyed
themselves. Davis Albohm '02
said, "It was great to get to know
"Everyone had a good time, a lot of people
were able to go places and see things they
never knew about" -Nick Birch field '01
player for the Hartford Whal-
ers, and stopped for a smoothie
at Pumpkins Coffee House.
From the organizational
standpoint the Scavenger Hunt
was ahugesuccess. The goal of
downtown Hartford and ex-
plore the resources of the city."
Students especially enjoyed
going to the State Capitol and
buying books for a Hartford Li-
brary at Buck a Book. Sara
year and making it one of their
staple events, along with Hal-
loween on Vernon Street, Do-It
Day, and FunFair.
COLT received considerable
assistance from the First Year
Program. The program helped
publicize the event. In addition,
many Hartford Institutions
lended a helping hand.
For information about Hart-
ford attractions and how to ac-
cess them via city buses please
stop by the Community Service
Office in the basement of
Mather.
As Albohm, a three year
COLT member said; "The Scav-
vide a Forum for Trinity stu-
dents to explore some of the
resources of the city and have
fun while doing it.
Nick Birchfield '01, one of
the organizers said "I think ev-
erything went great. Every-
one had a good time, the
weather cooperated, and a lot
of people were able to go
"It was great to get to know downtown
Hartford and explore the resources of the
city." - Davis Albohm '02
Getman '01 said; "The best part
was the smoothies at Pump-
kins." COLT is planning on con-
tinuing the scavenger hunt next
enger Hunt is a great event, I
hope in continues and I hope
that more students will do it
next year."
President
Dobelle's OH
Salary
protested
HONOLULU (AP) - A group
of journalists has filed a lawsuit
to block the University of Ha-
waii from paying its next-presi^
dent $442,000 a year -more
than double his predecessor's
salary — without holding pub-
lic hearings.
The lawsuit, filed Friday in
Circuit Court, alleges the uni-
versity and its Board of Regents
violated Hawaii's open meet-
ings law in choosing Evan
Dobelle for the post. His ap-
pointment was announced
March 12.
His salary, which would re-
main the same until his con-
tract expires in 2008, was not.
disclosed before the announce-
ment, according to the lawsuit.
The current president, Kenneth
Mortimer, is paid $167,000 a
year.
Armed
Robbery at the
Avenue, Saturday, April 21,2001
at 9:00pm.
Hartford Police responded to
Sam's Food Store on a report of
an armed robbery. Upon arrival
the clerks stated that 2 black
males wearing masks entered
the store and then robbed them
at gunpoint.
During the robbery, a clerk
was shot in the foot by one of the
suspects. The suspects were
Hartford Police notified Cam-
pus Safety of an incident that
occurring off campus at Sam's
Food Store, 145 New Britain
' given an undetermined amount
of money and fled south on
Broad Street, possibly to an
awaiting vehicle.
This incident is still under
investigation. Hartford Police
will forward any further devel-
opments to Campus Safety.
Parking in
Jeopardy for
Sophomores
Next Year
On Tuesday, May 1,2001, stu-
dents will be invited to apply
for parking on campus accord-
ing to a system developed with
the help of the SGAand Cam-
pus Safety. We will register ve-
hicles by class, with seniors
beingallowed to register first,
then juniors, and so on, until
spaces set aside for general stu-
dent use have been given away.
Based upon the numbers of stu-
dent registrants this year, we
anticipate being able to meet
the needs of seniors and juniors,
and hope that a few places re-
main for sophomores who de-
sire to bring a car to campus. As
usual, first-year students are not
allowed to have a car on cam-
pus.
Tempoary Registrations or
Exceptions .Students' needs for
a car on campus have lessened
in recent years with the avail-
ability of free public bus service
(through the UPASS system)
and shuttle systems to meet in-
ternship transportation needs
and transport to social and
shopping outlets.
Students have helped us de-
sign these services to meet their
needs and next year we will
continue to monitor both need
and satisfaction with the ser-
vice and make adjustments ac-
cordingly.
A few registrations will be re-
served to accommodate special
cases (e.g., serious medical prob-
lem). Petitions for registration
under these circumstances can
be delivered to Campus Safety
at any time during the aca-
demic year.
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Students Protest Acts of Hate
continued from page one
commitment to human dignity,
tolerance, and diversity on this
campus." The letter, signed by
President Dobelle, members of
the administration and other
campus leaders, went on to con-
demn these behaviors, finding
them "outrageous and inexcus-
able." The letter was made avail-
able for students to sign as a
gesture of condemnation and
support.
Wednesday Campus Safety
issued a community wide email
as further notification. The
email also defined hate crimes
and indicated the importance
of reporting offences.
Wednesday afternoon at four
o'clock a vigil was held on the
tennis courts. Approximately
150 members of Trinity's com-
munity attended to voice their
sentiments and listen to Katie
Light '03, President of Hillel,
Professor Ron Kiener, Assiante,
and Kaneb speak.
Light spoke emotionally, say-
ing "I've never stood in the
middle of a swastika before and
I can tell you, it isn't a very com-
fortable place to be." Many in the
audience were unable to find
the swastika, until they realized
they too were standing inside it.
Kiener spoke of the signifi-
cance of its size, representing
the problem of anti-Semitism,
visible at times only from a dis-
tance. He spoke also of the im-
portance of not feeling
victimized. He was emphatic in
pointing out the size of the
crowd attending the vigil to re-
claim the courts, noting "we
aren't the ones who are scared."
Assiante focused not on anger
at the defacement of the courts
he considers his home, but
talked of the value of love above
all else.
Several students came for-
ward to speak as well, most of-
ten pointing to the message sent
by the size of the crowd. Those
who attended the vigil were
touched by the support of such
a large group. Kiener noted how
"gratifying it is to the organiz-
ers to see such a showing on
short notice. It is a mystery as
to why it happened, but there is
no mystery in why we came to-
gether."
Following the vigil, attention
turned to the future impact of a
hate crime on campus "I feel
that racism and prejudice exist
everywhere...this was just one of
a number of such accurances
that 1 am aware in my four years
here. Its just that this was so
public.I feel like the adminis-
tration jumped all over this
event...but the community
needs to sustain an effort to
fight ignorance. 1 fear that that
will not happen after this se-
mester is over," commented
Russel Fuggett '01, President of
SGA.
All present at the vigil no
doubt supported the sentiment
voiced by Sara Pflantzer '04
who explained "I was surprised
at the number of people who
expressed their concern and if
anything, it was proof of our
strength as a community.
President of Hillel, Katherine Light '03, helped
organize the vigil
HANNAHGANT
Trinity Reaches
Record Admissions
BY SARAH WRUBEL
News Writer
The regular decision appli-
cants for the Class of 2005 were
notified of their admission sta-
tus on April 1. This year there
were 5,475 applicants for admis-
sion, the largest number of ap-
plicants in the history of the
college, surpassing last year's
record of 5,340 applicants.
Mary Whalen, Senior Associ-
ate Director of Admissions,said,
"Just under 29% of the appli-
cants were offered admission to
the college. This is a dramatic
shift in selectivity." Two years
ago, the college accepted 40% of
its applicants.
The incoming class of 2005 is
expected to consist of less than
500 students. 232 of these stu-
is over 1300, whereas the aver-
age SAT score for the enrolled
class of 2004 was 1271.
In addition, there has been a
recent rise in international ap-
plications. Last year, students
enrolled from 14 different coun-
tries, and the trend continued
into this year.
Whalen noted that the ad-
missions office received appli-
cations from virtually every
state this year. There continued
to be a large number of appli-
cants from California as well.
"Trinity has made huge
strides in the last few years with
regard to selectivity," Whalen
said. "The Admissions efforts
have come to fruition, and we
are starting to see Trinity on the
map nationally and interna-
tionally."
Last year, about 19-20% of the
"Diversity is still a huge commitment and
we continue to strive toward that balance."
- Mary Whakn, Assoc. Director of Admissions
dents are already enrolled via
Early Decision.
Whalen said, "For the past
two years we have focused spe-
cifically on reducing class size
so as to not overcrowd the
dorms and classes."
"The quality of this year's ad-
mitted class is very strong,"
Whalen revealed. The average
SAT score for the admitted class
enrolled Class of 2004 was of
minority. Whalen explained
that they expect the Class of
2005 to be similar, "Diversity is
still a huge commitment and
we continue to strive toward
that balance."
The accepted students have
until May 1 to enroll. The final
numbers for the Class of 2005
should be available in mid-May.
announces...
Fall 2001 Elections
These Positions
are available:
News Editor
Opinion Editor
Features Editor
Aits Editor
Sports Editor
Announcements Editor
Online Editor
Business Manager
Budget Director
Subscriptions Manager
Photo Editor
Production Manager
Copy Editor
Staff Writer
May 1,2001
Tripod Office
Jackson Basement
9:30 PM
For more info, call
Abigail at x4909
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Tom Johnson Forms Official Search Committee
Search for Next President of the College Begins as Students and Faculty are Appointed to Committee
ASHE REARDON
Opinions Editor
The Executive Committee of the Board
of Trustees convened in New York this
past Wednesday to discuss the search for
Trinity's next president. As was the case
with the last search, the Board Chair-
man, in this case Tom Johnson, will chair
the search committee.
Johnson appointed the six board
members who will represent the Trust-
ees on the search committee. They are
Paul Raether, Doug Tansil, Phillip
Khoury, Charles Perrin, Linda Harris-
Mallard and Tammy Prestin. Including
Evan Dobelle, there are 31 Board mem-
between the yet to be determined search
firm and the search committee, is in the
process of arranging a series of meetings
with representatives from the 20 or so
firms that have already submitted pro-
posals and Trustee members in New
York City.
In an interview on Friday Reynolds
said he expected a firm to be chosen in
the next few weeks and that a represen-
tative of the firm would be present at the
first meeting of the search committee,
which slated for Saturday May 20.
As it stands now, the search commit-
tee will look roughly the same as the last
presidential search and consist of 7 trust-
ees, 5 faculty, and 2 students. One addi-
tion to this committee is the presence of
"I'm a little apprehensive of these kind of committees.
Too often student input is ignoreed even when students
are supossedly involved in the search." - Ellen Weeks '03
bers.
The executive committee also voted to
hire a search firm to carry out many of
the administrative responsibilities asso-
ciated with a nationwide search for a
college president. The search firm will
be charged with helping to locate pos-
sible candidates and also take care of
candidate transportation and paper-
work. The standard fee for a search com-
mittee, according to Secretary of the
College Scott Reynolds, isgenerally 30%
of the president's first-year salary plus
expenses like travel and paperwork.
Reynolds, who will serve as a liaison
an administrator. At Wednesday's meet-
ing Tom Johnson appointed
multicultural affairs person Carla
Spurlock-Evans to sit on the committee.
The 5 faculty members who will join
the committee will be determined by a
vote of the Faculty Conference in the
coming weeks. -
One question that remained after
Wednesday's meeting was the number of
students will sit on the committee.
While the consensus had been for two,
outgoing SGA President J. Russell Fugett
is now in the process of lobbying for
more students.
Tuition Rises Yet Again
Contin uedfrom page one
crease in tuition costs. Although Trinity
is notorious for giving out large grant
packages to attract students, those stu-
dents who are not currently enjoying a
free ride are less than enthusiastic about
the greater-than-expected increase.
and Dad to deal with.
Trinity's continued increases in both
budget and the crea tion of new positions
clearly indicates a drive to expand the
college as a whole. With the recent soft-
ening of the economy, however, some,
question the wisdom of increasing ex-
"Part of it will be used to pay for the sixty new cable
channels, as requested by students, and the rest will be
used for student groups and activities." - Jake Schneider
"1 can't understand it," said one student
on the long walk after being told about
the increase. Tm in debt, man. Money
doesn't grow on trees for me. How is hav-
ing more trees and paths on Vernon go-
ing to help me out when I'm paying off
loans for ten years?"
Fortunately, many students are either
blissfully unaware of the increase or
think of it only as a problem for Mom
penditure. Many colleges forecast a de-
crease in enrollment in ultra-expensive
private colleges as potential students
and their parents seek to conserve their
hard-earned money. Depending on how
soon the economy pulls out of it's recent
slump, the Trinity Trustees may have to
rethink many of the more expensive
projects currently being carried out on
campus.
ASSOCIATE CAMPAIGN
MANAGER WANTED!!!
Vzsi'onHartford. a Hartford based political
committee, is looking for a student who will reside
on campus/in Hartford during the Fall 'oi
semester to organize students, research positions,
coordinate volunteers and develop GOTV
strategies for the November 'oi election. The ideal
candidate will .have excellent communication
skills, organizational skills, political experience,
relationships with on-campus organizations, a
strong work ethic and a sense of humor.
This position is a part time position (Approx 25
hours a week) beginning May 15th that pays a
monthly stipend. Please e-mail resumes to:
5isioi!hirlfoxd@xakQ.a..c..Qm or mail to PO BOX
230381 Hartford, CT 06103 prior to MAY 6 t h .
According to Fugett there are too
many student interests and concerns to
justify 2 students on the committee.
"Trinity is an institution run for the stu-
dents and driven by the students; we feel
there needs to be a balance between the
with Reynolds this week.
Many students are wary of the search
committe. Ellen Weeks '03 commented,
"I'm a little aprehensive of these kind of
committees. Too often student input is
ignored even when students are
"Trinity is an institution run for and driven by the students;
we feel there needs to be a balance between Trustees,
faculty and students." -Russell Fugett, SGA President
high number of Trustees and faculty and
students."
Both Fugett and SGA president-elect
Tim Herbst are in the process of increas-
ing student representation and will meet
supossedly involved in the search."
Other students seem more optimistic.
Trude Goodman '03, "Certainly students
had a big say last time, and Johnson's re-
ally interested in listening to students."
Joe Lieberman Named
Commencement Speaker
Continued from page one
ing in Washington, DC. His family in-
cludes his wife Hadassah, and four chil-
dren Matthew, Rebecca, Ethan, and
Hana.
ting better, and therefore we are able to
attract bigger names. Also, for a rather
liberal campus it is good to invite a lib-
eral politician."
Another student hopes that
"As Trinity's reputation improves, we attract bigger names.
For a rather liberal campus it is good to invite a liberal
politician." - Michelle Maloney '01
Members of the class of 2001 had
mixed reactions to the announcement
that Lieberman will speak on campus
next month at graduation. Michelle
Maloney '01 believes Lieberman was a
good choice. "Trinity's reputation is get-
Lieberman, a now nationally famous fig-
ure, will not detract attention from the
seniors. "I think when it comes down to
it, whoever the speaker is, he or she is not
as important as the students graduat-
ing," stated Claire Moodi? '01.
 K
SEX!
Now that we have got your attention...
Come and hear
WENDY SHALIT
speak on
SEXUAL INTIMACY:
VIRTUE OR HANGUP?
Tuesday, April 24
7:00 pm
Washington Room
Sponsored by the
Newman Club
Co-Sponsored by: The
President's Office, Vice
President for Student
Services, the Chaplin,
Hillel, Intervarsity, and
the Sociology
Department
Wendy Shalit
1
I
Connecticut Beverage Mart
Your one stop for Connecticut's finest
Wines and Liquors
These are just a few of our everyday low prices. Come in
and talk to us - someone is always available to help with
your part planning needs!
Beer
Bud, Bud Light, or Bud Ice 3o pack $16.99
Red Dog 30 pack.. $ 11.99
Milwaukee's Best regular or Light $ 8.99
Wine
Beringer White Zinfandel
750 ml bottle $ 5.99
1.5 liter bottle $ 9.99
'Vendage Chardonaj
1.5 liter bottle $ 7.99
Woodbridge •
Cabernet, Chardonnay, Merlot 1.5 liter bottle ....$ 12.99
Zinfandel, Sauvignon Blanc, White Zinfandel 1.5 liter ..$ 9.99
Liquor
Absolut Vodka 1.75 liter bottle $ 27.99
Ketel One Vodka 1.75 liter bottle $ 29.99
Bombay Sapphire Gin 1,75 liter bottle $ 34.99
Dewar's Scotch 1.75 liter bottle $ 35.99
Jack Daniels Whiskey 1.75 liter bottle $ 30.99
Bacardi Rum Silver or Amber 1.75 liter bottle $ 18.99
4,
•ft
Please call for kegs of beer. We can usually supply any
available keg the day after i t is ordered when you order
Monday through Thursday. Keg orders for the weekend
must be in,|jy the Thursday evening before the weekend
you need yotir keg. Please pick up kegs before 7:30 pm :
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Peppercorns: Fine Italian Cuisine For A Price
BY COLEY DALE
- Restaurant Reviewer
Peppercorns, a place where
the rich go to socialize, and the
college kids dream of affording.
A truly great meal that really
numbed the senses with au-
thentic Italian food. The food
was pretty good, but I wouldn't
go there if I had to pay for my-
self. My roommate and 1 en-
joyed ourselves, the atmosphere
was great, but the tab was what
got our attention.
Aside from that factor, the
food was delicious. I started out
with a nice Sicilian Swordfish
platter, cut incredibly thin and
marinated with some extra ex-
tra virgin olive oil. it was by far
the best part of the meal. It was
perfectly juicy and very tasty. I
then chose, as my entree, a nice
Filet Mignon, which was cov-
ered in an array of vegetables on
top of mashed potatoes. I'll tell
you the truth, I've had better
pieces of meat, but it wasn't bad.
The dessert was great top, my
roommate had a nice cake on
sorbet which I tasted as often as
possible, and I had an espresso.
Here is the lowdown on Pep-
percorns, you should only go
there if you either really want
to impress a girl, or scare the hell
out of her. I won't lie to you, the
check did give us quite a bit of a
shock, but what do I care, I
wasn't paying for it. Appetizers
and salads range from about 6-
15 dollars, but I can recommend
that their appetizers are very,
very good.
The entrees cost about 19-35
dollars, and there are some great
choices on the menu. One thing
that I noticed about their en-
trees is that there really was not
much of a selection. It was re-
ally veal, chicken, salmon or
steak. I would have liked to have
seen a little bit more variety, es-
pecially in the fish department.
But nonetheless, there are
some very good selections. The
desserts ranged from around 4-
15 dollars and they are all very
scrumptious.
The wine selection was fairly
extensive, but I chose to have the
house red, which was unbeliev-
able. It complemented the filet
mignon perfectly. I highly, rec-
ommend trying this wine. ity, until then you had better
So I leave you with this, go start getting used to drinking
there, but go there when you Pabst Blue Ribbon for a long,
come to visit your kids at Trin- long time.
Peppercorn's Grill on Main Street in Hartford.
WHY DID YOU COME TO THE TAP
ON A MONDAY NIGHT?
ANNA BOOKWALTER '01,
ABBEY PHILLIPS '01,
SARAH AMICK '01
"We go out on Mondays
to warm up for Tuesday
through. Saturday."
SCOTT ELWELL '01,
STEVE MULVIHILL '01
"Jailbait."
1
C. LAROO '01,
- i GOODNYOU, '01
j "To celebrate the
sweet taste of
victory."
Trinity College
SUMMER
STORAGE .
SHIPPING
W l i N FINALS ARE OVER,
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Peacemaker, Politician and Historian, Lova Eliav
BY JAMES CABOT
Editor-in-Chief
Distinguished Israeli author, states-
man, humanitarian,and long-time peace
advocate Lova Eliav has been at Trinity
during the spring as a Presidential Fel-
low. He is conducting a weekly seminar
entitled "The Middle East Conflict:
Where We Do We Go From Here?"
Tripod: How is your Monday after-
noon seminar progressing?
Eliav: There are about twenty-five to
thirty students, part from the student
body and part from the Hartford Com-
munity. We have discussed the preface to
the conflict as well as the problem of
Jerusalem, the problem of territories and
the problem of refugees. We're talking
about the Negev Desert in the southern
part of Israel and the potential of plan-
ning and development in the desert. On
top of that, I have two classes with your
group and Hebrew Studies class. I'm go-
ing to give a lecture with Prof. Ron
Keinerand another lecture to the faculty.
T: How are American students under-
standing the tensions in the Middle East?
E: I think that the questions that were
asked in the seminar were good ques-
tions. People were interested and their
questions demonstrated a large amount
of gained knowledge. But this doesn't go
for all students. 1 was lecturing to people
like yourself, who are interested in the
Middle East. I don't blame the others; the
Middle East is just one area that not ev-
eryone is interested in. Only those who
study international relations or religion
or history would be interested.
T: Outside of the classroom, what re-
search have you been doing?
E I've been writing a book which 1 will
continue in Israel about forming positive
solutions for the Middle Eastern conflict.
T: What solutions do you advocate?
E: On the whole 1 am one of the lead-
ers of the Israeli peace camp. 1 think that
Israel should declare that it is for the es-
tablishment of a sovereign Palestinian
state neighboring Israel. This should
comprise most of the Western Bank and
the entire Gaza
Strip, taken
from the '67
borders with
some minor
adjustments.
This is to my
mind, a very
i m p o r t a n t
step. The other
point to the so-
lution is for
Israeli's to
r e p a r t i t i o n
Jerusalem,+
specifically the
eastern part,
mainly popu-
lated by Pales-
tinian Arabs
who will be
joined to the
future Palestin-
ian state. The
third element
is the refugee
problem. Israel should compensate those
Palestinian refugees who ran away in the
War of 1948. Israel should also declare
that is against any Palestinian refugees
going into Israel proper because that is
like committing national suicide. If Is-
rael agreed to the so called right of re-
turn, the four million Palestinian
refugees of the second and third genera-
tion would flood Israel. It would be the
end of Israel as a Jewish state. To this, no
one would agree. We should help them
residential Fellow Lova Eliav JAMESCABOT
settle somewhere else but they should
not be able to return. The Arabs must un-
derstand the Israel itself is a country of
Jewish refugees. I am a refugee myself.
Hundreds of thousands of Israelis are
refugees many of whom ran away from
Arab countries. So there are two refugee
problems. One, Israel proper is composed
of refugees, even
the Ethiopian
Jews who come
today are eco-
nomic refugees,
they run from
hunger. Then
there are the Pal-
estinian and
Arab refugees
who choose to be
separate.
T: How have
the recent con-
flicts altered the
solutions you see
to these prob-
lems?
E: They have
made the situa-
tion even more
complicated and
more difficult. If
people would
have listened to
me when I was
very much involved in the government
for so many years, I think that things
would have been more solvable. Every-
thing that 1 am telling you about future
solutions is now made more difficult be-
cause of the violence. It breeds feelings
of hatred and revenge on both sides. .
T: What is your impression of the Pal-
estinian leadership?
E I know them quite well. There are
two groups. One is the older generation,
my generation, headed by Arafat. They
are in their sixties and seventies and have
been fighting for the Palestinian cause
for thirty, forty, fifty years. Most of them
were exiles in Tunisia and other places
for many years and engaged in all kinds
of terrorist activities. But they were ex-
iles. There is another group, a younger
group, who are in their thirties and for-
ties, who have not been exiled but were
engaged in terrorism in the West Bank
and sat in Israeli prisons for many years.
While in prison they learned fluent He-
brew and know the Israeli political
arena. So there is a friction between the
older generation and the younger gen-
eration. The younger generation have
different opinions. They say "you the
older generation do not know the Israeli
people, their language, their psychology
and you were exiled from the Middle
East for many many years." They say "we
[the younger people] know better and
know how to deal with Israelis." I think,
in the long-run, there is more hope from"
the younger people who know us better,
who even speak our language. I think
that the hope lies in the long-run, after
Arafat.
T: How do you see Arafat?
E He has been fighting all his life for
the Palestinian cause. But he is not young.
He lacks the understanding of the Israeli
psyche. Whereas the younger people,
who sat in our prisons, to my mind, are
the future. They are fighters now, but it
happens, many times in national move-
ments, that those who are extremists
they make peace.
T: What is your feeling about the re-
cent elections in Israel?
E: I am a member of the Labor Party
and have been all my life, on the left of
the Israeli political arena. As I said, I am
one of the leaders of the Israeli peace
camp. In the last elections Barak and the
see Pres Fellow on page twelve
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NEWYORK.NEWYORK
Take a Peter Pan/Greyhound bus to New York. One leaves
every hour. Think about it if you want catch the next one. Sure
beats hanging around here reading posters for entertainment.
Call 800-343-9999 or visit Greyhound.com
GREYHOUND,
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Presidential Fellow cont
continued from page eleven
Labor party lost and lost dramatically.
The Rightwingers and Sharon won. I was
in Israel and tried to help Barak as much
as I could but we did not succeed mainly
because of the violence. The majority of
the voters said "we want security, first
and foremost." "Don't talk about solu-
tions or repartitions, we want personal
security." Sharon promised them per-
sonal security and promised to stop the
violence and they voted for him over-
whelmingly.
T: Do you agree with Sharon's policies?
E Not yet. He uses violence. If the Pal-
estinian snipers shoot at the Israelis, he
says we shoot back. If they shell us with
mortars he says that we should shell
them back. He says that if they stop their
shooting, we will stop our shooting and
then we will sit again and talk. I think
that Sharon will have no choice but to
sit and talk about the same issues I was
telling you about- the refugees, Jerusa-
lem, settlements and territories. He will
have to compromise. Otherwise there
will be continuous violence. Violence
can continue for a long time but it is a
terrible solution.
T: Does Sharon's election set back the
peace talks?
E: The violence brought Sharon and
the violence sets back the peace process.
T: Now that Barak is out of politics,
where will leadership on the Left come
from?
E: There are two younger generation
contenders. One is named Burg, who is a
younger man in his forties and he is
speaker of Knesset. The other one is
Ramond who was the Minister of the
Interior in Barak's government and is
also in his forties. They are both compet-
ing for future Labor leadership. They
younger and both on the dovish side.
They think oE me as their teacher.
T: How did the change in US leader-
ship influence the peace process?
E: Clinton was very involved. Some
Israelis say too involved. Hespent many
sleepless nights talking with Barak and
Arafat. His intentions were very good. I
don't think we ever had an American
president who was so deeply involved in
the process. Nobody approached
Clinton's level of involvement. I think
that Bush is not the type of man who will
spend days and nights in our country or
in any country. 1 think at the beginning
Bush had a very natural inclination to
say "I don't want to touch it." You see now
how Bush has been lured into the inter-
national arena. For example, the spy
plane incident. He couldn't have
dreamed that he would have spent days
and nights trying to bring the crew back
and then to see the wide implications of
the Chinese-US relation. He did not seek
it out, it was a problem that touched him.
I think something will happen in other
parts of the world similarly. Because the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict is so central
and so dangerous and because major re-
ligionsjudaism and Islam are involved
and because the Middle-East is armed
with conventional and unconventional
weapons, I don't think Bush will have the
choice. It is like a magnet that will draw
him in. That will take time but he will
see that he cannot escape it. Bush wanted
to be a president who is not involved as
much as Clinton, not only in the Middle-
East but generally. But he will not be able
to escape it.
T: Was Clinton effective, in addition
to just being involved?
E He was effective for a long time. He
made personal acquaintances with our
leaders and Palestinian leaders and I
think he was liked, for a long time, by
leaders on both sides. But then he went
so deep into the minefield of the Middle-
East conflict that in the last pages of his
presidency he became less effective. First
of all, he was walking a minefield espe-
cially in the refugee and Jerusalem prob-
lems. Secondly, he was a lame duck and
since he would be gone in a couple of
months, so both sides paid less attention
to him.
Eliav was born in Moscow in 1921, mi-
grated to Palestine with his parents in
1924,fought in thejewish Brigade during
World War II, and commanded ships at-
tempting to bring Holocaust survivors
into Palestine through the British block-
ade Jollowingthe war. A lieutenant colo-
nel in the Israeli Defence Forces during
the 1948 war, Eliav commanded an air
and sea mission to rescue the Jews of Port
Said, Egypt, during the 1956 war over the
Suez Canal, and has "iretn active inlsraeli
politics and diplomacy ever since the
foundingof the state.
• A member of the Knesset from 1965 -
1979 and again from 1988 -1992, Eliav
served as Secretary-General of the Labor
Party in the early 1970s, a position he lost
after calling/or negotiations with the Pal-
estinians, He has also been a major figure
in the agricultural development of the
Negev desert. His newest project is
Nitzana, a desert youth village and
school that brings together young Israelis,
Arabs, and overseas]ews.
Eliav is the author of more than a
dozen books. He has received honorary
doctorates from Trinity in 1998, the He-
brew University in 1987, and the Univer-
sity of'Haifa in 1995.
Ano
Top Ten "Spring Has Sprung" Activities
10. Stay inside, preferring the walls of your dorm room, to the
weather-induced coma the rest of the campus has fallen into,
9. Lie on the quad in nothing but a string bikini-that's totally
acceptable.
8. Scour West Hartford for Jo-jo's...Sarn's has become way too
dangerous.
7. Cheer on friends in intramural Softball while keeping a tally
of broken windows.
6. Make admissions tours more interactive i.e. hitting on
prospective applicants, scream alcohol/drug related comments
to guides, etc.
S. Implement a "no work till sundown"policy which will allow
you to completely screw yourself for finals.
4. Try to use the Bishop in new and creative ways.-
3. Have a stereo war out of your Jarvis window with people
who live in Cook, Don't worry, it won't bother anyone.
2. Crash an end-of-the-year banquet for some organization you
didn't even know existed. Try Hamlin.
1. Playfrisbee, hockey sack, and jam on the quad, but refute
comments that you are a "hippie."
YOUR Morn's
Mystical Tanot
VIRGO
AUG25-SE.FT22
Good for you! Your independence this
weekend has created new bonds of
friendship. See, you can dance like J-
Lo on the dance floor! Love is in the
air for you. Go after that special some-
one before its too late! Spring has
sprung and the rabbits won't be the
only ones enjoying it. Don't forget
your parents' anniversary. It's coming
£ T £ LIBRA
- i - SOT25-OCX22
Ok, there is no excuse for your rude
behavior to an old friend. He/she was
only trying to give you helpfuladvice.
An apology would fix everything.
You better change your attitude if you
want to score in the love field as well.
Also, come out of hibernation, Spring
Weekend is coming up and you may
need some preseason training.
ScoK.no
0CT2J-NOV2I M
Why are you being such a tease lately?
Yes, Ben Harper is coming this week-
end but no need to act out "Steal My
Kisses." You need to decide what you
want and let that special someone
know as well because you are gaining
a rep for giving mixed 'signals and
driving him/or her absolutely crazy
in the process. It's cool to say know, just
top being such a flirt'
SAGITTARIUS';
NOV2Z-DE.C21
,an't decide between going to the
movies and doing your homework?
You might not have seen your friends
in 3 months, but you'll see them even
less if you flunk out of school. We ap-
preciate your enthusiasm for doing
lots of things, but follow-through is
important too. Talk less - work more.
It's almost over, the home stretch is
within your reach!
CAPRICORN i f
DE.C22-JAN \9 r
You are a check on everyone's list of
fun people to see on the weekend.
Congrats! It's warm out now and I
can see that being a bit of a distrac-
tion for you. Don't fall behind
though, strap yourself to your desk
during the night hours so you can
rock the quad during the day. Also,
it might be a good idea to get a jump
on your Christmas shopping. Good
sales.
AQUARIUS
JAN2O-FE.5 IS
You have the secret. And here it is: I am
not a psychic. I have no idea, nor do I
care, what is going to happen to you
this week, this semester, this lifetime.
But hey, someone has to write this crap
and its me. Right now the House of
Uranus is blocking your Constellation
of Mercury, blah blah, blah. Rock out
this weekend, it should be a fun.
PISCES
19 -MAR 2O
Hey you got a little schmutz on you
face. No not there. Over a little. Ok, al-
most. Yeah. Yeah you got it. Don't take
the easy way out on your final papers,
do a good job or you will regret it in
years to come. Unless you are a senior,
in which case, see you at the Tap.
When I get back from my Psychic Lair
of course.
ARIES
MAR 21 -ATK \9
Life is one big party when you're still
young, but who's gonna have your
back when its all done. Not Campus
Safety. Don't walk home alone. Hope-
fully the few muggers have reported
back to the other muggers and told
them that Trin students don't really
carry more that $5 on them at a time.
But who know? Don't risk it.
TAURUS
AYK 20 - MAY 20
Have you stopped and considered your
role on this campus? Have you at-
tended a lecture just for fun, worked
out, or attended any sort of meeting of
a cultural or extra-curricular group?
Ok me neither, I am a useless piece of
crap but there is still time for you, you
canf tirjLget out. don't let t,h? Firrryruin
youfwTOfterWt
I GEMINIMAY 21 -JUN2O I
A big surprise is headed for you this
weekend, wanna know what it is?
Well I don't know. But it'll be cool. Also,
I think you should wear blue tomor-
row, it just seems like it would be a
good color on you. And also, my birth-
day is next week and I wanted to know
if you wanted to just do something
with us two, or do the whole party
thing? I'm open to anything Let me
know.
CANCER
JUN21 -JUL22 V( >V
Ok your big mouth kind of got you in
trouble again. It's time to start think-
ing before you speak and to cut back
on the trash talking because I see a
bust followed by a huge blow up in
your future. It's ok to vent once in a
while, but not in public places like the
Cave, Bistro, or sending out QP's airing
your nemesis' dirty laundry.
LEO
JUL25-AUG22
Shhhh. Hey you! Yeah you! Come here.
•Ok listen, this is TOP SECRET but
word is Ben Harper is a Leo and he
wants to meet all Trinity Leo's outside
his trailer this weekend to smoke the
dank. You bring the stuff and he'll be
ready and waiting to Burn One Down
with your sweet ass. Just kidding, you
are no way cool enough to meet Ben
Harper. You believed me didn't you?
Get
Riverboat Cruises
Canoeing
Launches
Fishing
Adventure Training
Rowing
Regattas
Picnics
Riverfest
, Bike Trails
Concerts
...a much more!
Join us at our award-winning RIVERFRONT PARKS
RIVERFRONT
RECAPTURE
1 Hartford Square West Suite 100
Hartford, CT 06106-1904
660.713.3131
www.rivei1ornt.org
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Inter Arts Performance Doesn't Capture the Magic
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe En t er ta in ing, hut Failing in its Faithfulness
BY MARGARET PRITCHARD
Arts Writer
If you have to mutilate a story beyond
recognition in order to make it say what
you want it to say, you're probably tell-
ing the wrongstory. If you want to write
about censorship, write about censor-
ship. If you want to write about salva-
tion, redemption, sacrifice and love, then
perform The Lion, The Witch, and the
Wardrobe.
But if there was one thing I learned
from the interArts presentation of what
they claimed was that story, it is that the
two don't mix.
For one thing, the writers left out ev-
ery characterization, symbol and com-
plexity of GS. Lewis'story. The story was
basically reduced to "the White Witch
kills Asian, but he rises again" and then
a moralistic, unsubtle subplot was
added about how the White Witch
doesn't support the arts. Lewis' story is
more complex, exploring jealousy, be-
trayal, death, life, hatred, love, sacrifice
and salvation. And nowhere does he
wax politically philosophical about the
importance of diversity.
Lewis' story begins when Lucy
Pevensie stumbles through a wardrobe
and discovers another world, called
Narnia, in which the cruel White Witch
has usurped the crown. Befriending the
faun Tumnus, she is introduced to this
world, and then eventually manages to
bring her sister and brothers into it.
However, unbeknownst to her, her
brother Edmund has already met the
White Witch and been lured onto her
side through promises that he will even-
tually become King. When the four chil-
dren go together to meet Tumnus, they
find he has been arrested for harboring
an enemy of the White Witch (Lucy).
Joining together with two Beavers
(Narnia is home to many talking beasts),
the siblings travel to the Stone Table to
meet Asian, the King of the country and
ence with the witch, Asian announces
that she has forfeited her claim on
Edmund's blood.
But there is a price. In place of
Edmunds life, Asian offers his own. That
night, as Lucy and Susan look on in hor-
InterArts sophomores who created their own77?e
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe last week.
COURTESY STEPHANIE WESOWICZ
a lion. Asian's power is displayed during
their journey when the winter the Whi te
Witch has cast upon the land is de-
stroyed. Upon reaching the Stone Table,
the children meet Asian, but are inter-
rupted by a claim from the White Witch
that, as a traitor, Edmund's blood belongs
to her. That law is part of the Deep Magic
from the Dawn of Time, written on the
Stone Table itself. After a long confer-
ror, the Witch and her court kill Asian,
leaving him dead and bound on the
Stone Table.
Asian, however, doesn't stay dead. The
White Witch's magic only reaches as far
back as the Dawn of Time, but Asian
knows Magic From Before the Dawn of
Time, that says "when a willing victim
who had committed no treachery was
killed in a traitor's stead, the Table would
crack, and Death itself would start work-
ing backwards."
After liberating the faithful Narnians
that the Witch turned to stone during
Asian's absence, they join in Peter and
Edmund's battle against the Witch, and
Asian is triumphant. The children are
made Kings and Queens, and, years later,
stumble back through the wardrobe into
England, finding no time has elapsed
since their departure.
I knew this story well enough to write
that summary, only having to get the
book once, to look up a direct quote. And
even I had no idea what was supposed
to be happening about half the time dur-
ing the InterArts performance.
Edmund's treachery was never devel-
oped - certainly no connection was ever
made between it and Asian's death, de-
spite the fact that Asian's sacrifice for the
salvation of his subjects is the key plot
element of the book.
The Beavers and talking beasts were
nowhere in evidence in the InterArts
performance, the breaking of the Witch's
spell was never developed, and the only
dialogue in the entire piece was that of
the Witch (dressed like Jackie Onassis on
a bad day) expounding about how art
was subversive and against law and or-
der.
I understand the allegory, but it didn't
work. Asian's death, dramatic as it was
(a screen was set up with words such as
PURE and CLEANSE flashing across it,
with images of the Holocaust and eth-
nic cleansing in the background) served
no purpose, and the resurrection came
out of nowhere. The whole purpose of
Asian's death is to save Edmund, and
Edmund was nowhere in evidence.
Lewis never mentions law and order. His
see INTERARTS on page sixteen
TRUST US.
This credit
will transfer.
YALE SUMMER PROGRAMS 2001
Over 100 full courses from English l i t
to Economics.
Two five-week sessions.
info: njynaiBp3ge.eiiu/suiiimep
203 432-2430
Senior Alexander Mackenzie
presents his senior thesis on
Thursday, April 26 at 8:00 pm in
Garmany Hall of Austin Arts
Center. The jazz pianist will be
performing his senior recital.
Lots of great picks at Cinestudio
this week. Traffic will be showing
Wednesday through Saturday,
with 7:30 pm shows every day and
a 2:30 pm showing on Saturday.
The Oscar-nominated film ex-
plores the drug trafficking prob-
lem in the United States today and
stars Michael Douglas, Catherine
Zeta-Jones and Don Cheadle. Also,
don't miss Spike & Mike's Sick &
Twisted Animation 200 on Friday
and Saturday a.t 10:25 pm. this col-
lection of horribly, horribly sick
animation shorts is always a good
time.
Senior Jennie Noakes, a so-
prano, presents her senior recital
on Friday, April 27 at 8:00 pm in
Garmany Hall of Austin Arts
Center. A great chance to see the
four-year culmination of work
and enjoy some lovely singing.
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Trinity Live: A Good Time Had by All at the Barn
Live Music and a Chill Atmosphere Help Make the Night Totally Rock Out
plethora of things to do, hang-By SASHA BRATT
Arts Editor
When I was in high school,
and everyone wanted to prove
their ability in vocabulary, they
would use so-called "SAT"
words. One word that everyone
felt made him smarter was
"plethora." 1 have never really
figured out this phenomenon. It
is not that challenging a word.
Just eight little letters, but for
some reason it blesses is user
with a mass of knowledge and
intellect. How quaint.
. Be that as it may, this week-
end there were a plethora of
things to do. There was every-
thing from Calypso, to
Cinestudio's showing of
Chocolat, to a cappella, to a play
in Garmany. But what if Ca-
lypso was too crowded for you,
and you just got out of
Cinestudio's late show, and
you've seen the play on Thurs-
day night, and the a cappella on
Wednesday? Do not fret...there
was Trinity Live. Trinity Live
was a showcase of the fine mu-
sical talent that has amassed at
Trinity, all together under one
roof that is so intimately called
the Party Barn.
There was a three dolllar en-
trance fee for the event, but this
was one of the few events where
poor students did not beg to be
let in. They gladly handed over
their three dollar bills, because
all proceeds of Trinity Live went
to charity. The night had every-
thing from hard rock to cool jazz
and good folk.
People slowly trickled in to
the Barn from other events that
were going down on the north
end of campus. I too arrived
late, but when I did I was in-
stantly pleasantly surprised.
The "expensive front row" seats
were all occupied by people ly-
ing down. It seemed like a
pseudo-Woodstock (minus the
mind-expanding'drugs and
sexual promiscuity). They were
just there, in the word of one
bystander, "chillin1."
The first band that I experi-
enced was very...um,chillable. A
capable smooth-voiced female
handled the vocals, and she was
backed up by three acoustic
guitars to give it all a nice "MTV
Unplugged" feel.
Speaking of MTV, "TRL's"
own, I mean, Trinity's own J.R.
Romano '01 was the master of
ceremonies for the evening. He
was there, but the camera crews
and screaming pre-teens that he
had gotten accustomed to in
New York were noticeably ab-
sent. Things were mellow at
this point, a very comfortable
mellow, but that would all
change with the next act.
Lead singer John Nutt.'02
emerged on the stage in a dap-
per-looking sports jacket, and
was surrounded by a talented
band, Nutt's actions were in a
word (I can't believe that I am
going to say this), nutty. As soon
as he took a step on the stage, his
presence took over.
The peoplesitting in the first
row were pratically trampled
by the numerous fans of the
Nutt. The pleasant surprise was
that his stage act was not his
only positive trait. Nutt can
sing, and sing damn well. That,
mixed with his ability to own a
crowd, made his band's perfor-
mance a success. In between the
covers that they sang, there was
fraternizing with the audience,
pointing out the "plumber-
crack" that the lead guitarist
was sporting, and a very catchy
original song by the band.
You would think that the en-
ergy of the band would be the
high point of the night, but it
was only setting up for what
was about to happen.
As Nutt danced the worm
during his exit, the Barn seemed
to magically fill up. ThenJR in-
troduced the next band, Motley
Halen (MH). MH, a cover band
that is influenced by Motley
Crue and Madonna (I mea n Van
Halen, silly me). The lead singer
came out sporting black tights
with red bottoms, an American
flag bandanna that stuck out
like a tail, and a pink feather
boa. Trinity senior Andrew
Starr played the skins for the
band (he also heads up and
drums for Aspen, California.)
The only thing more enter-
taining than the band's get up
was their set list. They were
phenomenal. They opened
with The Kinks "You Really Got
Me," and they never lost that
energy. They covered Motley,
Halen and Guns 'N' Roses songs.
There was a decent amount of
crowd surfing and singing
along. The audience was very
much into this.
MH even had groupies in the
audience. One fan was brought
up onto the stage to expose his
devotion to the band. He lifted
his shirt and exposed the letters
"M" and "H" recently wwced oy c
of his chest hair. What some
fans will do to show they care!
The band ended their set, but
the bloodthirsty audience was
not satiated. They stood there
chanting, "One more song! One
more song!" And MH complied.
They came back out and offered
a top-notch performance of the
classic "Sweet Home Alabama."
After this, while the crowd still
cheered, MH's night was at an
end.
But the show went ahead.
While many left after MH fin-
ished, there was a loyal follow-
ing that stayed to watch the last
band, another one of Trinity's
own, and perhaps their best
known, Aspen, California.
The threesome of Starr on
drums (who also ran the entire
Trinity Live event), Todd
Kesselman '03 on bass, and Tom
Jewett '03 on guitars and vocals,
came out to perform, and per-
form they did. They showed
what a year of writing and prac-
ticing and Bistro gigs adds up to,
and that is one hell of a set list.
Perhaps they were more impres-
sive to me because they weren't.
doing covers, but original work.
The style of music was varied,
and no two songs really
sounded alike.
The tandem worked well to-
gether, there seemed almost to
be an unspoken bond between
the musicians. They really
don't play off each other during
the set, but they are all in sync
with one another. With Starr
working relentlessly on thes
kins, Jewett working relent-
lessly on the crowd, and
Kesselman (or T-Kess) not work-
ing relentlessly at all to -stay
cool. T-Kess just stood therein
his dark glasses and long rock
star hair and plucked his bass
(no slapping). Aspen, California
played a good length set. At one
point they had a
m y s t e r i o u s
fourth member,
who ended up be-
ing an over-ambi-
tious fan. He was
promptly es-
corted off the
stage, but when
he went back up
again, he was es-
corted out of the
Vernon Social
Center. But be-
sides that little
gaff, Aspen was
college band mu-
sic at its most en-
joyable.
Trinity Live
was just a great
night. There was
live music, good
fans and a great
chance to con-
tribute to charity.
On a weekend
when there was a
ing out at Trinity Live was
enough for anyone
enough to stop by.
lucky
Members of Undude, one of the bands who played
last week at the barn for Trinity Live.
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Concert Choir Sings a Fond Farewell to its Semester
The Trinity College Concert Choir Performs with Alumni and Community Members
BY AMANDA GROSVENOR
Arts Writer
Students, faculty, family and friends
gathered in Trinity's beautiful chapel on
Sunday for the Trinity College Concert
Choir's end of semester concert. Before
the concert, members of the choir could
be seen sitting on the grass by the build-
ing, chatting, getting ready to sing, and
enjoying the warm twilight.
As the Concert Choir gathered at the
dark back of the chapel, the audience
grew hushed in anticipation. The men
sported black suits with matching
bowties, and the women wore all black
as well. They started the hour off with
a pretty a cappella number called "Alle-
luia" by Randall Thompson, and then
proceeded to the lighted area near the or-
gan to perform the rest of the pieces.
They were accompanied by Renee
ford. Navarro-Brien's performance was
soulful and haunting, his high notes ri-
valing those of any soprano in the choir.
This semester, the Concert Choir has
been directed by Floyd Higgins, a Trin-
ity Alumnus. Upon announcing the
choir, Higgins proclaimed, "1 can't believe
it was twenty years ago that 1 stepped
into this chapel for the first time as a stu-
dent.
Higgins is the successor as Concert
Choir director to Gerald Moshell, head
of the Musical Theatre department at
Trinity. Mosheli accompanied the choir
on piano for two of its songs, "Shall We
Gather by the River,"" and "The Promise
of Living," both arranged by Aaron
Copland. The other accompanying pia-
nist was Christine Melson.
The final two songs were slightly dif-
ferent in format from their traditional-
sounding predecessors. They were
written by Paul Halley, a colleague of
Navarro-Brien's, whom the choir "borrowed" from a
local church in Hartford, performance was soulful and
haunting, his high notes rivaling those of any soprano
in the choir.
Louprette on the organ, Richard Dart
and Robert Nolte on percussion, and
Wendy Lucas on the harp for the next
piece: "Chichester Psalms" by Leonard
Bernstein. Several members of the choir
performed solos for the Hebrew psalms,
including Catherine Morris '04, Natalie
Newcom '03, Emily Sher '02, Don Kiesel,
and Adam Guzik '03. The largest solo,
however, was performed by a boy named
Michael Navarro-Brien, whom the choir
"borrowed" from a local church in Hart-
Higgins and his wife. Higgins explained
to the audience that he worked with
Halley at the South Congregational
Church in Hartford.
The most exciting part of the pieces,
called "The R.ain is Over," "Gone," and
"Freedom Trilogy,"" was their upbeat,
interesting blend of gospel, reggae, tra-
ditional church music and the classic
psalm "Amazing Grace."" The main so-
loist for the pieces was Teresa Thomason,
another "borrowed " member of the
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choir, whose powerful and lovely voice
left the audience in awe. Bongos and a
drum set played by Richard Dart and
Robert Nolte accompanied the last song,
as well as bass played by joe Messina,
and organ played by Renee Louprette.
Although the drums almost threatened
to overpower the singers at times, they
were a fun and unique touch.
The Concert Choir spring recital
proved to be a relaxing, enjoyable end to
a glorious April
Inter Arts has Bright
Lights, Big Problems
continued from page fourteen
Witch is simply evil and power-hungry.
Adding the "law and order" layer on
top of that was unnecessarily compli-
cated, and I couldn't shake the fear
that the Witch would suddenly turn
into Richard Nixon.
The talking beasts were gone, which,
as anyone who has read the Narnia
Chronicles can tell you, is half the charm.
And they left out the coronation, which
is the resolution of the whole thing.
The children, who play major roles in
the book, were practically nonexistent -
they might as well not have come into
Narnia in the first place - and the Witch's
army was portrayed by a bunch of las-
civious thugs in leather pants and black
lipstick, accompanied by blacklights
and techno music. One thing that can be
said about this presentation is that no
one had to worry about it being too
subtle.
The performance was divided into
several sections, each of which was con-
ceived, written and directed by various
sophomore members of the InterArts
program. As if this wasn't enough, dif-
ferent actors apparently played different
parts in different sections - Ann Dacey
'03 (whose lyrical and tender dancing
was wasted ofitrtis production) and Tif-
fany Reed '03 took turns at being the
White Witch, and Rachel Worrell '03
played all four children at one point
(speaking the onlylines directly quoted
false hope that they were actually enter-
ing a faithful reconstruction of Lewis'
world, and wonderfully atmospheric
lighting, credited to Karly Malpiede '03.
Tiffany Reed '03 played a devious and
dark White Witch, who would have
been fantastic had she better dialogue to
work with.
And Rachel Weisz's '03 performance
of the Kodaly "Ave Maria" (along with
Reed and Cristina Lundy '01) was haunt-
ingly beautiful, and would have been an
incredibly effective touch had the Res-
urrection of the king been properly built
up to.
In the end, the "weakness of the
InterArts production comes down not to
lack of talent or lack of passion or en-
ergy, but to an overly zealous set of
imaginations, a desire to take a story
and changeit, add a new angle to it, and
make it new.
This is an admirable goal, but, unfor-
tunately, so much of the original story
was taken out in this performance of Th e
Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe that
what was left was merely a skeleton, un-
recognizable and without focus, lacking
the narrative power of the essential
frame of the piece.
A stoi y is a story. It has integri ty, it has
purpose, it was wrk'tefTthe'way lE was
for a reason. A story is not something you
can take, twist around, pull the plot and
characters out of, and then expound
upon. C.S. Lewis did not write The Lion,
C.S. Lewis did not write The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe to talk about how censorship is bad and
art is good (which was the primary intellectual
argument of this performance).
from the book, which, having been given
no context, made no sense to anyone
who didn't know the story) while
Edmund was played later on by Alex
Gould '04, whose overeager, puppydog-
esque style, which worked wonderfully
in January's Baby, left out the complex-
ity of Edmund's greed and his jealousy
of his sister.
The redeeming portions of the play
were a wonderful (and accurate!) map of
Narnia displayed on the staircase up to
Seabury 19, created by Vivian A. Ginorio
'03, which gave audience members the
the Witch and the Wardrobe to talk about
how censorship is bad and art is good
(which was the primary intellectual ar-
gument of this performance), and even
if he had, he certainly would not have
put it in such banal, unsubtle terms as
these performers did.
He wrote the book to tell a story about
sacrifice and redemption, a story about
how death itself is powerless in the
hands of love. These performers seemed
to have twisted the message, and made
art powerless in the hands of careless-
ness.
This is the watch Stephen HollingsheaiJ, Jr. was
wearing when he encountered a drunk driver.
Time of death 6:55pm.
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk,
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A Cappella Groups Bring in the Crowds at the Bistro
After Dark, Trinitones, Accidentals and Pipes Get Together for a Packed Performance
BY ADRIAN KUDLER
Arts Editor
They came for the booze, but they
stayed for the glorious a cappella last
Wednesday, April 18, at the very packed
Bistro. All four of Trinity's singing groups
regaled the massive crowd, from the all-
male stylings of After Dark and the
Accidentals, to the all-female presenta-
tion of the Trinitones, to the co-ed mad-
ness that is the Pipes.
For the latter, it was their last show of
the year, while for the former three, it was
one last chance to perfect their acts be-
fore showing their stuff at their final per-
formances of the year, all of which are
coming up this week..
After Dark kicked things off, with Ian
Hoge '01 and Tyler Wolf '03 singing an
impassioned version of the song "Gone."
Cliff Stevens '03, After Dark's director,
shined particularly in this number in his
strong percussion. The group continued
with Tim McGraw's fun country song,
"Something Like That." Reed
Wilmerding '01 sang that raucous solo,
and Matt Williams '04 backed him up
with solid percussion.
The first of Trinity's two all-male a
cappella groups f inshed up their perfor-
mance with the Phish number "Bounc-
ing 'Round the Room," with solos galore
from Jonathan Shoemaker '04, Chris
Rorer '02, Eric Biegeleisen '02 and Barrett
Linburg '04. This final song featured an
excellent bass breakdown that got the
crowd cheering.
Stevens will continue as the director
of After Dark next fall, with Biegeleisen
•as vice president and Shoemaker as trea-
surer. Their final concert is with the
Trinitones in Harhlin Hall. It will be on
April 26 at 8:30 pm. .
After Dark wasn't quite done after this
short performance, however. They
waited onstage as the Trinitones came
out, mocking their male counterparts in
colorful Hawaiian shirts. Then, the two
groups joined together to sing Van
.Morrison's "Crazy Love." Hoge and
Alexandra Fergusson '04 shined in their
dual solos in this slow gospel song, and
ended things sweetly with a hug before
the audience.
Stevens comments, "It was a great ex-
perience singing with the Trinitones." He
added that "the group was all really im-
pressed with the Accidentals and the
Pipes as well."
The 'Tones took the stage alone after
this collaboration, ditching their baggy
shirts for the cuter tops they've always
preferred. They then broke into Ben
the second all-male group of the evening,
the Accidentals, entered. They picked
things up right where the Trinitones left
off, with the upbeat Black Crowes' num-
ber "Too Hard to Handle." Dave Wilson
'03, John McCormick '04 and Ben
Fordham '03 all took very different ap-
proaches to their re-
spective, but
similar, solos. How-
ever, each was en-
tertaining in its
own way, and all
got the crowd
pumped.
James Creque '02
followed this up
with G. Love and
Special Sauce's "Ro-
deo Clowns," a song
that perfectly ex-
hibits his deep,
clear voice. Also in
top form that night
was Adam Guzik
'03, soloing on Billy
Pilgrim's "Insom-
niac." Guzik came
across loud and
clear on this beauti-
ful piece, and his
voice managed to
resonate through-
out the noisy Bistro.
The Accidentals
wrapped their set
up with the senior
song from Uncle
Cracker, "Follow
Me." Graduating se-
niors Justin Ball,
Devin Goodman
and director Tim
O'Brien soloed and
got lots of cheering
from the crowd re-
garding their well-harmonized voices
and infidelity-themed lyrics.
The Accidentals sing for the last time
this year tonight in Hamlin Hall. The
show is at 8:00 pm, and the group will
be selling their new CD there.
The co-ed Pipes finished the evening
off, breaking immediately into the
Marvin Gaye classic "Let's Get It On," fea-
turing Stephen Bonsu '02 with some as-
sistance from Lauren DiChiara '02. The
duo really got into this crowd-pleasing
piece, dancing and shouting the occa-
sional "whoo!"
The Pipes continued in this old school
vein with their next piece, Paul Simon's
"Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard."
The song featured solos by Christine Kim
'03 and Molly Waterhouse '02, who
The Pipes already had their last con-
cert, the Buttondown Sounds, at the
Smith House on April 6, and will release
a new CD in the fall. Ambrose and Rubin
will serve as the new directors after the
graduation of three-yearall-stardirector
DanMcDevit'01.
The Bistro's a cappella concert last
week was a fabulous, upbeat, high-en-
ergy, well-attended way to end the year
for all of the singing groups. Although
most of the groups haven't had their very
last hurrah just yet. Check them out this
week.
The Trinitones, Trinity's sole all-female a cappella group,
sing for all the rowdy students at the Bistro.
!!.__• I
The show speeded right up again with the rocking Jo
Dee Messina country piece "I'm All Right." Amanda
Holden '02 got into these wild piece, and it was clear
that all the 'Tones had a lot of fun with it
Harper's "Steal My Kisses," featuring Sa-
rah Joyce '01, with assists from Fergusson
on the chorus. This soon-to-be Spring
Weekend favorite kicked off with a ter-
rific percussion intro that got things go-
ing right.
The girls slowed things down after
this, closing their circle in around Natalie •
Simpson '03 for her solo in the Corrs'
"Runaway." This piece was a soft, mean-
dering piece that served nicely to settle
things in the Bistro down a bit. The show
speeded right up again, however, with
the rockingjo Dee Messina country piece
"I'm All Right." Amanda Holden'02 got
into these wild piece, and it was clear
that all the Tones had a lot of fun with
it.
You can see these girls again on Thurs-
day with After Dark, where director
Caroline Montgelas '01 promises "we'll
have at least two new songs to debut."
After the lovely ladies exited the stage,
added in their own whistling and clap-
ping as well. While the Pipes made a
great effort to get the whole audience
into the piece, this worked slightly to
theirdisadvantage.Kimand Waterhouse
were occasionally drowned out by the
clapping and cheering of the crowd. This
was a problem throughout the night
with soloists in all groups in the rowdy
Bistro.
Bonsu made his second appearance of
the evening next, with Greg Rubin '03
and Paige Ambrose '03 on U2's "All I
Want is You." Rubin's solo was strong and
resonated well in the space. The Pipes
rounded out the evening with a rowdy
version of the Red Hot Chili Peppers'
"Soul to Squeeze," with soloist Stuart
Hatch '01. Bonsu and Rubin added vocals
to this piece top, and the girls in the
group added an interesting high-register
breakdown that contrasted well with the
male vocals 6f>the solos.
Take Kaplan.
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If you're taking the LSAT, GMAT,
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Around
Trinity...
Unsubstantiated Rumors 2001
As the academic schoolyear draws to a
close, several itemsof news remain dramati-
cally undercovered by the various news
sources on campus. In an effort to bring its
readers up to speed, and in last ditch recov-
ery mode from a wild weekend that saw AT
attain a transcendental state previously
reached only by Bob Marley and Duncan
Ley '03, AT is committed to putting it all out
on the table.
Real Estate Ruminations
In addition to the visible alterations
that will take place to the Library, and the
construction of a new Admissions and Ca-
reer Services building, and dormitories,
there have been some other, more secretive
real estate transactions flying about our fine
old campus.
Rumor has it that the Ivy Society soror-
ity has negotiated to purchase the current
English building, which is the former
president'shouse. The organization pJans to
convert the building into a true, southern-
style sorority house, complete with a "Slam
Pig" room to commerate the organization's
recent successes on the Softball field.
Mark Twain once described the new
Ivy House as a building with "a Queen Anne
front and a Queen Anne behind." No doubt
this was some sort of reference on the part
of the famous bard to the heavy brick style
used in the exterior of the building. In an
ironic twist, heavy brick style is a phrase fre-
quently used to describe several current Ivy
Society members.
Not to be outdone, those crazy Kappas
have secured the Smith House as their new
dojo. The spacious entertaining rooms and
cozy upstairs living quarters promise to pro-
vide an atmosphere most congenial to bond-
ing with the members of an organization
that has pushed concepts of "cbrriniunity
service" to new heights.
Presidential Material
Moments after announcing the search
for anew Trinity president, rumor has it that
Tom Johnson has already received several
applications.
George McLean '02 based his applica-
tion on a perceived need for more up-turned
collars on campus, and more English
women. When questioned about what sort
of relations he would enjoy with the faculty,
he was reported to have responded that he
would enjoy relations with the majority of
the female faculty members, but he could
not vouch for the rest. He also pledged to
make cricket a varsity sport at Trinity, and
to convert the president's office into the
new headquarters for a Trinity Prince Will-
iam fan-club. He is reported to own a collec-
tion of over three hundred images of the
young prince.
Providence mayor Buddy Cianci, cur-
rently facing indictments on Federal
charges of racketeering and corruption,
pledged to bring his unique brand of lead-
ership to campus. When told that Trinity
was seeking to add three new tenure-track
positions to the faculty, he responded,
within aural.range of AT, that he welcomed
new shakedown opportunities. He added
that he had revitalized Providenceand that
he could do the same for Hartford, provided
that he could convince Brown to follow him
here.
Marc Rich, newly reunited with his US
citizenship, stressed his connections with
leading government officials and pro-
claimed that he was more honest than
Marriott. In an apparent desparation bid, he
also offfered his $12 million villa in Swit-
zerland as the site of a new Global Learning
Site. Ideas for potential classes to be offered
at the proposed site include Creative Ac-
counting 101, Economics 302: Laundering
• Money, and Public Policy 384: Buying Politi-
cal Influence with Money,
Men's Squash submitted a group appli-
cation consisting of one sentence: "We are
the best thing to ever happen to Trinity Col-
lege." While sources tell AT that the applica-
tion was strong, apparently it has already
been rejected based on the fact that Pat
Malloy '04 cannot read, and that Marcus
Cowie '00 would likely be named the new
Drug and Alcohol Counselor.
LECTURES
Tuesday, April 24 4:00 PM
You are cordially invited to The Health Fellows
Research Presentations from 4:00-6:00 PM in Life
Sciences Center 133. Refreshments will be served.
Wednesday, April 25 4:00 PM
You are cordially invited to the SENIOR THE-
SIS PRESENTATIONS IN NEUROSC1ENCE in
LSC 134.
Wednesday, April 25 5:00 PM
"Children and the HIV/AIDS Crisis in AFrica:
Does a Human Rights Focus Help?" will be pre-
sented as part of the International Human Rights
Lecture Series by Joanne Csete of Human Rights
Watch in New York. Admission is free. Located in
Wean Terrace Room B in Mather Hall.
Wednesday, April 25 7:00 PM
Please come and hear Wendy Shalit speak on
"Sexual Intimacy: Virtue or Hang-up?" In the
Washington Room. Talk followed by an open
question period. In her talk Ms. Shalit will dis-
cuss the dating and sexual patterns of the present
generation, as well as whether or not casual sex is
fulfilling or beneficial or even liberating. She is a
graduate of Williams College, with a BA in Phi-
losophy. Her first book, A Return to Modesty:
Discovering the Lost Virtue, was first published
in 1999. Sponsored by the Newman Club.
Thursday, April 27 11:00 AM
Meissen Porcelain expert Dr. Ulrich Pietsch, Di-
rector of the Porcelain Collection of the State Art
Collections on Dresden will give a lecture at the
Wadsworth Antheneum Museum of Art in the
Hartford Courant Room. Admission is free. The
talk is entitled "From Boettger to Kaendler:
Meissen Procelain, 1710-1775." For more informa-
tion call the "Wadsworth at 278-2670.
Thurs., May 10 - Sat., May 12
" "Vincent d'Indy and His Times: Intersections of
Music, Art, and Politics in Early Twentieth Cen-
tury France," an international conference will be
sponsored by Trinity College. For a schedule and
registration information, call Prof. Gail Woldu at
297-2372.
PERFORMAN
Senior Thesis Presentation
Jazz pianist Alexander MacKenzie, Trinity
College senior, will present his senior recital at
8:00 PM on Thursday, April 26 in Garmany Hall,
Austin Arst Center. Admission is free.
Senior Thesis Presentation
Sopranaojennie Noakes, Trinity College senior,
presents her senior recital at 8:00 PM on Friday,
April 27 in Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center.
Admission is free.
The Rose-Laurent Duo
On Friday, May 11 at 8:30 PM in Hamlin Hall,
the Rosa-Laurent Duo performs music by Franck,
d'Indy, and Milhaud. General admission is $10, $6
students and senior citizens.
Ives Quartet
On Saturday, May 12 the Ives Quartet performs
music by Debussy, d'Indy, and Milhaud. General
admission is $10 and students and senior citizens
are $6.
Accidentals
Come to the last Accidentals Concert of the
Year Tuesday, April 23 at 7:00 PM in Hamlin Hall.
Admission is free, all are welcome.
No Way to Treat A Lady
The musical comedy thriller "No Way to Treat
a Lady" is playing from APril 6 - May 13 at
Theater Works', 233 Pearl Street in downtown
Hartford. Evening performances are Wednesday
through Saturdays at 8:00 PPM and Sundays at
7:30 PM; matinees on both Saturday and Sunday
at 2:30 PM. Tickets are $25, except Saturday eve-
nings, which are $35. For information and reser-
vations call (860) 527-7838.
Grey Fox Bluegrass Fest
July 19-22 is the Grey Fox Bluegrass Festival,
hosted by the Dry Branch Fire Squad presenting
a variety of Bluegrass bands all weekend. Please
call 1-888-946-8495 for more information about
tickets and location.
CINESTUDIO
TRAFFIC Wed.-Sat., April 25-28 7:30 PM
Sat., April 28 2:30 PM
(2000) Directed and photographed by Steven Soderbergh. Written by Stephen Gaghan, based on the
British tv series by Simon Moore. Cast: Michael Douglas, Don Cheadle, Benicio Del Toro, Catherine Zeta-
Jones, Erika Christensen. Steven Soderbergh gets down in the trenches of the war on drugs, in one of the
most brilliantly conceived thrillers since The French Connection. Daring to point the finger of blame at
Americans' gluttonous consumerism, Traffic follows the destruction of drugs from the Mexican desert
to the suburban Midwest. The excellent ensemble cast includes Michael Douglas as a conservative judge,
Benicio Del Toro as an honest Mexican cop, and Catherine Zeta-Jones as the wife of a drug dealer who is
"addicted" to her cushy standard of living. 147 min. www.traffic-movie.com/
SPIKE AND MIKE SICK AND TWISTED ANIMATION
Fri. & Sat., April 27 & 28 9:55 PM
(2001) OK, so they're not the Medicis, but The Spike.and Mike Twisted Animation films have intro-
duced the quasi-civilized world to the artists who created cartoons from Beavis and Butthead to South
Park. Since its glorious inception, Sick & Twisted has presented animated shorts considered "too rude,
crude and totally lewd" for the Classic Festival of Animation. If this appeals to you (and we know it
does!), read on. This time around, they offer up 16 new shorts and two returning favorites, including The
Hangnail, Angry Kid, Rick & Steve: The Happiest Gay Couple in the World, Stinky Money, Beat the Brat
and Birth of Abomination. Fans of cult animator Don Hertzfeld, who made Billy's Balloon and Ah
L'Amour, won't be disappointed with his newest chef d'oeuvre, Rejected.
PLACE VENDOME Sun. - Tues., April 29 - May 1 7:30 PM
Sun., April 29 2:30 PM
(France, 2000) Written and directed by Nicole Garcia. Cast Catherine Deneuve, Bernard Fresson,
Emmanuelle Seigner, Jean-Pierre Bacri. Place Vendome in Paris is unquestionably one of the loveliest
public spaces on the planet, and Catherine Deneuve one of the world's most beautiful women. But all
that glitters is not 24 carats, in this story of the widow of a jeweler, who drinks to cover her fears and
loneliness. However, when she discovers her husband's secret cache of stolen diamonds, her life sud-
denly becomes more interesting. The dizzying twists and turns of the plot (sans the violence) make this
a French version of The Usual Suspects. La Deneuve is delightful in this demanding role of a would-be
swindler, one minute coolly elegant, the next minute stealing other people's unfinished drinks at a bar.
1 0 5 m i n
- -compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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ART
Senior Thesis Exhibition
The Studio Arts Program cordially invites you
to the the senior thesis exhibition for MATT
BASTIEN, entitled "Dimension Tension." On dis-
play at the Broad Street Gallery, 1283 Broad Street
Gallery Hours: Monday, April 23rd - 4:30-6:30 PM
Friday, April 27th - 4:30-6:30 PM.
Annual Exhibition
The annual exhuibition featuring the artwork
of students enrolled in studio arts courses at Trin-
ity College is currently on display until Friday,
April 27. Located in the Widener Gallery in Aus-
tin Arts Center. Gallery hours: 1-6 PM daily. Call
the Austin Arts Center for more information.
Citadel Hajjpenirigs
T U E S D A Y - A p r i l 2 4 ;;;:,.:..;-::-:.:~
8:30 pm ; '"'...: ; • Quaker Prayer Group -;.; •
•••••••
 : : : , 'Grypt Chapel :
WEDNESDAY-Apr i l25 . v':'.."^
• 12 n o o n • Roman Catholic Mass -••. k
• •:•• , : •  ••: : ' C r y p t C h a p e l • : .•
. 5:00 pm ; , : Carillon; Lessons ; :
6:00pm Change Ringing Lessons
THURSDAY- April 26
6:30 pm : ; I ZEN Meditation -; ;:.;;':••K ;•;:
FRIDAY-April 27
12:15 pm Muslim Prayers-
h l
• 5 : 1 5 p m :•' ' ' . '
:
 "• ' ' • • • • • • • • . • . • . • • •
SUNDAY-
'• 10:30 am!;:; ;•.:
12:00noon...;.
Service of Praise &£'
' W c > r s i h i p ' • ••' ••• :' ••' ;
29,,,., „.,...,,: .,,
Romari;Catnolic;:M'|ts|:
Trip to Rome
A trip for college students is in the process of
being planned to Rome and Assisi from Jan 3 -10
2002. The cost including airfare and lodging as
well as breakfasts is $1169. For more information
please contact Fr. Raymond Smialowski, Roman
Catholic Chaplain, at x2015.
Reception
Please mark your calendars: on May 7,2001, you
are cordially invited to a reception to honor Pro-
fessor John A. Gettier of the Department of Reli-
gion, who is retiring from Trinity College this
spring. Located in the Wean Terrace B & C from
4:00-5:30 PM.
EROS Cultural Space Opening
The Gay-Straight Alliance, Encouraging Re-
spect of Sexualities (EROS), at Trinity College,
would like to invite you to the opening of their
cultural space. You are welcome to come to 114
Crescent St. on Friday, April 27th from 4-7PM, for
food, discussion, and grand opening ceremonies.
The ribbon cutting ceremony, with President
Dobelle and other administrators, will take place
around 4:30 PM. Show your support for EROS and
take part in this exciting event. We look forward
to seeing you there!
Reading Group
Interested in beginning a reading group! Com-
plete applications should contain the following
information: 1) the theme or topic of the reading
group including a description of issues and con-
troversies which are explored in that literature,
2) names of all participants and 3) a preliminary
list of reading materials. Reading groups are also
expected to sponsor one of the Brown Bag
Lunches offered by TCCTR. Interested members
of the Trinity Community should contact
Michael Niemann, Director of TCCTR or Debra
Sombric, TCCTR Coordinator for more informa-
tion. Michael Niemann X2431 or
Michael.Niemann@trincoll.edu, Debra Sombric
X2568 or Debra.Sombric@trincoll.edu
Now PLAYING,
Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
This schedule is for Friday, April 20 -Thursday, April 26, unless otherwise noted.
Movie features and times may have changed, so please call the theater at
232-2820 to verify times and shows.
Cast Away PG-13
Chocolat PG-13
See Spot Run PG
4:00 PM, 7:30 PM
2:10 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:00 PM
2:00 PM
Crown Palace 17 & Odyssey - 330 New Park Avenue
This schedule is for Friday, April 20 -Thursday, April 26, unless otherwise noted.
Movie features and times may have changed, so please call the theater at
247-CRWN to verify times and shows.
Along Came a Spider R
BlowR
Bridget Jones's Diary R
The Brothers R
Crocodile Dundee in Los Angeles PG
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon PG-13
Enemy at the Gates R
Everest NR
Exit Wounds R
Freddy Got Fingered R
Heartbreakers PG-13
J o e D i r t P G - 1 3 .,"• - • :'• •
Josie and the Pussycats PG-13
Kingdom Come PG . ; . ,
The Living Sea NR . •
Pokemon3G •• '
Someone Like You PG-13 ••. •
SpyKidsPG . ,, •, . • .. . ,
11:40 AM, 12:40 PM, 3:05 PM, 4:10 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:20 PM,
8:00 PM, 9:40 PM, 10:20 PM
12:55 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:30 PM, 10:10 PM
11:45 AM, 2:10 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:25 PM
12:10 PM, 2:25 PM, 4:40 PM, 8:15 PM, 10:30 PM
11:35 AM, 2:00 PM, 4:25 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:20 PM
4:55 PM, 10:05 PM -
1:00 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:15 PM, 10:00 PM
11:30 AM,2:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM .
8:05 PM, 10:25 PM
12:30 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:35 PM, 7:50PM, 9:55 PM
12:50 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:35 PM, 10:15 PM
•12:15 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:45 PM; 9:45 PM
12:35 PM, 2:50 PM, 5:05 PM, 8:10 PM, 10:30 PM .
11:30 AM, 12:20 PM, 1:50 PM, 2:45, PM, 4:15 PM, 5:25 PM,
7:00 PM, 7:40 PM, 9:15 PM, 9:50 PM ,
12:45 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:45 PM, 8:15 PM •
12:45 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:15 PM •• :
•11:55 AM, 2:05 PM, 7:55 PM ,. > ,
12:05 PM, 2:40 PM, 5:00, PM 7:25 PM, 9:30 PM • ' .
Aixlk
Portuguese Club Dinner
Trinity College's Portuguese Club cordially in-
vites you to its Second Annual Dinner on
THURSDAY, APRIL 26 at 6:30 PM in the Wash-
ington Room. Please RSVP by email:
P o r t u g u e s e _c lub@mai l . t r i nco l l . edu
<maiko:portuguese_club@mail.trincoll.edu>All
are welcome! Please join us for great food and con-
versation!
Who's that Girl?
Nibian Sisters United of Saint Joseph College
present "Who's The Girl," a spring fashion show
and after party on Saturday, APril 28 from 7:30
PM - 9:30 PM at the SJC-Hoffman Auditorium.
The after party will be from 10:00 PM until 1:30
AM at SJC - McGovern Hall. $8 for both or $5 for
each event.
Latin American and Iberian Film
Series
"...And the Earth Did not Swallow Him" will be
shown at 7:30 PM on Wednesday, April 25 in the
Life Science Auditorium as part of the Latin
American and Iberian Film Series. Admission is
free. All are welcome.
Jonathan Chatfield
On Thursday, April 26Jonathan Chatfield will
perform from 9:30 PM -12:30 AM in the Bistro
Koeppel Student Center. Ait bev. ID required.
SPRING WEEKEND
This weekend, Friday, April 27 through Sunday.
April 29 is Spring Weekend. Come to the concert
on Friday night, Foam Party from 10 PM - 2 AM
on Saturday night at the Vernon place social cen-
ter, and the concert all day on Sunday.
Classifieds
The Princeton Review is looking for smart,
prestigious, irrevent, confident, and energetic grad
students interested in teaching part-time. $16-26/
hour to start, truclen@review.com
Fratnernities*Sororities*Clubs*Student Groups
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising
event. No sales required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
Rooms for Rent
5 bedroom house at 79 Allen Place
$75/wk $300/mo
Available starting May 1,2001
For more information call Yeraida Alzate
951-7352 (h)
550-6772 (w)
A Parkville Cprnjnunity SchoblMay* Day Celejkra-:;
'tionl •Oh:the;Quad atlririity College^ Summit St.on::
Tuesday, May t, at 10:30 AM. Rain location: Field
House at Trinity College/ Broad Street entrance; 200
Parkville;children:will enliven the Trinity College
Quad in Drearrrtirne ^ Voices with dance, music and
song ;arid;i bring Uslori a, journey from :theiri own .am.';
cestral origins,: tQ their drearns for the present and fu-
ture.; The Parkville students:.are*joined by Trinity
Studente i^ th^EidBcation Through MpVeinent course;
ly/itli singer- Angela Buna: ©rano;;arid:^itanstiT^ayid'
Glafdin^Th:e5t|i}yjar:of the Jar^ifl^ residency ;hais"
b f t d d i b ^
| i | 6
^ f ^ u n F air _ §; ;
p; The^wmanClpfel&isponsoringa booth at theFun
| p h i S ^ A p l : 2 8 : \ ^ e e r S a ' r e : neededto^help
bJ3d
;pleas£';ct)ri' tact- :fceari "Wonskt ;t%ougri "^-rhail:
8 2 2 # ^
Free Delivery
233-8888 ORIGINAL MW YORK PIZZA L a r glC h ejP i r a a
495 Famington Avenue
 p i | ^ l y I
Or Hartford Monday Only!
$7.00 minimum
for delivery
We defer anywhere in West
233-8888
Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m,
We deliver slices and cigarettes
Use your charge card
for any delivery.,.
($10,00 minimum)
Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Smal l M e d i u m Large Sic i l ian
Cheese .....$7.50 $9.85 $13.00 $13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni $9.00 $13.00 $17.00 $18.00
Veggie , : $10.00 $14.85 $17.50 $18.50
Sgt. Pepperoni Special $1150 $18.00 $22.00 .. $22,00
Additional Toppings $.50 $1.00 $1.50 $1.50
TOPPINGS; Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Gariic, Tomatoes and Ham.
HEROES (Hot or Cold)
with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.
Phiily Cheese Steak $5.50
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon $6.25
Phiily Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak ....$7.45
Chicken Parmigiana $5.15
Eggplant Parmigiana ,.......„ .,....$5.15
:Meatba)! Parmigiana ..;;;....;.....;;;...........;......:.::.::; .:..,:.:. $5.15
Ham, Salami, Cheese $5.40
Ham & Cheese...,,,,. .'..;.. , „ . . $5.15
Turkey & Cheese ,.,.,„.„ „.,,.,.,...„ $5.15
Tuna & Cheese ,,...„. , •.. $5.15
Veggie & Cheese ....$4,50
Pepperoni & Cheese . ........$5,40
Salami & Cheese.. $4,90
Chicken Sandwich'& Cheese..; ,.$5,65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese , ....; $6,00
BIT & Cheese....- ..$4.25
Grilled Ham & Cheese ......; ....... $4,90
DINNERS
served w/gariic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna * Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - $.1.00 extra)
All prices dolwt Include tax.
CALZONES
Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.
Calzone. $4.90
each additional filling $ .50
APPETIZEES
Buffalo Tenders , (6) for $5.75
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide},.,,V,..W!MSW^^^
Chicken Fingers .'.....' .'..'. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Mozzarella Sticks .: (7) for $4.75
Onion Rings $3,20
French Fries ....................,.^.$2J5
Cheese Fries , ...„.„„.>...,..,«,.^.i:.,.;;.vl./....... $3.70
Fried Dough ...,...^M^Z— ......(8) for $2.50
Breadsticks (8) for $2.50
Garlic Bread $1-85
Garlic Bread w/cheese .................. $2.40
Chips - • $.50
SALADS
Tossed Salad $4.05
Antipasto Salad $5.75
Tuna Salad $5.75
Extra Dressing ;. $ ,50
DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian
DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake .......$3.25
SODAS (one liter) $1.60. (two liter) $2.50
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange
W
w
W
w
| I I E I Order of G, RLIC| i t l i Any Mediuni ?'m $2.00_ OFFAny Medium ,3f|:
- Coupon cannot f
coupon_befQre:'Q'rij.fertn|£;|
Mustpreserrt coupon - Coupon cannot p
± -;.'i '•;: Must mentionscptippn befoFe;-orci6fifii'g I iWWn : tWkWk% f i l i | i
mMi purchase
|:~| w- s :ivlusi | r f sent'cdppon - CQupon
|
 ;ii«us|:tTiefit|oi3 :cciu|djn!
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Career Services
COLEY DALE
This week the Intramural Insider travels all the way to Ogilby Hall
(again) where we found a member of the Color of Panic
Intramural Insider: "So, Katie, you have been a very
active player on the team this year, in fact, your team is
undefeated, how do you expect to do in the playoffs?"
Katie Bennett '02: "Well, we were going pretty easy on
our opponents, but now that we can't drink before games,
we are royally pissed, so you're all naced."
A Conversation With
...Alan Andreini '02
SHANE EARLY
Tripod: Baseball just went
through its first losing streak of
the season. What did the team
do to return to its winning ways?
Alan Andreini: At the time,
our record was almost too good.
We all knew it would happen but
we were no less frustrated when
it did. In the end, our shared
frustrations were actually what
brought us together and helped
us regain a winning momentum.
T: This season marks the first
annual NESCAC baseball tourna-
ment. How do you feel this
affects the team?
A A The best part about the
team is that it is made up of a
bunch of "ball players". Every-
one has a good sense of the
subtleties of the game and
because of this they are able to
be clutch in pressure situations.
Tournaments require teams to
Name: Alan Andreini
Hometown: New York, NY
Glass: 2002
Major: Economics
A Ian is a member of the 2001 Trinity
Baseball team. An outfielder and
designated hitter, Alan has manned both
the three spot and the leadoff position for
the Bantams this season. One of the
team's leading hitters from ayearaga,
Alan's batting average has been at or
above .400 for most of the season. Before
coming to Trinity, Alan was named a
Mizuno AII-A merican during h is sen ior
year at Kiski Prep.,
"Get It Done" when it matters
most, so this will give us an
advantage over teams that don't
live the game on a personal
level.
T; What areas of its play does
the team need to improve, if it
hopes to attain its goal of
reaching the College World
Series?
A A: A baseball season is
unique in that it is a day to day
struggle filled with ups and
downs. No team ever goes
undefeated or ever expects to.
To get to the series the team will
simply have to be at our best
when tournament time comes
around. We have the players
and the coaching, there's no
doubt about that. We simply
have to bring it all together and
keep it rolling as we move into
the postseason.
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...
Resume Deadlines and Other Info...
Reiume Deadline! on frinifty Recruiting SPECIAL MOT Eli
- Wednesday, April 25 -
East Lyme Publishing LLC, Reporter
Gartner, Client Inquiry Specialist
- ¥ hur tday, Apr i l 26 -
Feminist Majority Foundation, Interns
- Friday, April 27 -
Goodspeed Opera House, - Summer Theatrical
Internship
Town of Manchester, Camp Director
National Orientation Directors Association (NODA),
Orientation Intern
U.S. Consulate General Montreal,
Commercial Assistant
- Monday, Apr i l S®ih -
There are over 100 resume deadlines for this day,
they have been split into 2 different ads in this
edition of the Tripod!
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for more information at:
http://wvww.trincoll.edu/depts/career/students/welcome.
htm and click on log in.
The Advisory Committee for the
Health Professions will be holding a
Pan®! ®f Hetri&li Pw©f et$i©it«ii*
on Wednesday, April 25th,
7:00-8:30 p.m. in LSC134.
If you would like to talk about a job for the
summer, plan for your job after graduation or
talk about graduate, law or medical school-
Career Services has
wal l f - in hour* Mondeip—Friday
from f&«@© n©#n—4«3® p«nt»
t r i n i t y Recruiting is the best place to start
looking for a job! To sign in, your user name is
your full first name.your full last name
(ex. luU&unnMi). Vour p®$$«w®rci is the year
you were born, the month you were born, and
the day you were born:
ex.
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Bantam Boaters Win
Trinity Crew Teams off to Another Strong Start
Continued from page twenty-four
New Hampshire.Joseph Cates and Tom
McCabe '04 led the charge with the rest
of the boat to drive through the oppos-
ing crews, winning by at lease a boat's
length to the second place boat. Stroke
Tom Martin said of the race "We are just
getting used to some new lineup changes
this week, so things were a bit frantic, but
it was a good race all in all. 1 am confi-
dent we have more boat speed to gain for
the rest of our races."
The freshmen will undoubtedly be a
boat to keep your eye on come New En-
gland Championships in two weeks.
The freshmen women also won their
race against crews from UNH, Bates, and
Middlebury. Kate Freeland '03, Liz
Richardson '04, and Carolyn Walker '04
showed unparalleled strength during
the final sprint of the race that the other
crews just could not match.
Stroke seat Megan Connolly '04 said
of the race, "UNH beat Mount Holyoke
[a team that beat us two weeks before] so
we went out to prove we could do
better...our only goal was to have no re-
grets about the race... and of course we
wanted to win."
Trinity's women's squad did exactly
that.
Unfortunately, the women's varsity
four and second freshman boats did not
fare so well, but the feeling of defeat
makes the yearning stronger and taste of
victory that much sweeter.
Baseball Beats Bates
Continued from page twenty-four
season. Kevin Tidmarsh '03 entered in
the bottom of the seventh to preserve the
Bantam lead, and earn the save. Three
juniors led the trinity offensive attack as
Freimuth had three hits and three RBl's,
Spanos had three hits and scored three
runs, and Alan Andreini had two hits
and two RBI's. In the second game, Se-
nior Co-captain Jack Richardson threw
a complete game. Richardson scattered
six hits and struck out seven to up his
record to 5-1. The Bantams were able to
capitalize on four Polar Bear errors,
Piantek, Spanos, Mahoney, and Jayme
Dorr '03 each had two hits in the game.
Piantek also ripped his sixth home run
of the year. With the three game sweep
of Bowdoin under their belts, the Ban-
tams headed to Lewiston, Maine for a
single game against Bates. Justin
Olewnik '02 surrendered only four hits
while striking out six in his five-inning
outing. Tidmarsh and Carlos Resto '03
then combined to preserve the win.
On Monday Trinity fell to Springfield
College. The Bantams were plagued by
poor defense, as Springfield scored mul-
tiple unearned runs.
If Trinity hopes to reach the College
World Series it improve its play. While
team has an abundance of talent, it has
not been playing good baseball. Pitch-
ers have been falling behind hitters.
Fielding has been sloppy and though the
offense has a knack for the big inning the
team has struggled manufacturing runs
and moving runners along.
CoieyDale'03: I think it's about time
that I write one of these things where I
don't mention the Whalers. OK, this isn't
the one, but it is still a pretty serious issue.
Why should a softball team be expelled for
consuming alcohol? I know that it is the
rule, but why? All of us who were here
last year remember teams bringing out 5
thirty packs, and having a great time. Not
that we are all alcoholics, but I had a great
time when everyone was relaxed, drink-
ing a cold beer on a warm spring day. It
was just a really fun time, and I fear that
the fun times are leaving Trinity faster'than
the Whale left town, (told you I would)
So to the administration, please stop these
wild attempts to restrict your students from
drinking. It is going to happen anyway and
all that you are doing is creating unhappy
students.
Editor's Picks
Should Phat Nasty
have been expelled
from Intramural
Softball?
Shane Early '03: Alright, it's about
time that the administration realizes some-
thing: Alcohol is a part of the social life at
Trinity and every other college.
The members of Phat Nasty brought alco-
hol to their intramural softball game. Let's
face fact. Beer is a part of slow pitch soft-
ball. If there's a slow pitch softball rulebook
it probably requires you to have a thirty pack
on every base.
Students play intramural softball because
it's fun. It's nice to just relax and forget about
schoolwork and all of life's other stresses.
If a few beers can help the members of these
teams to enjoy themselves, then the school
should not object. If the students are bellig-
erent, then that's a different story, but the
school needs to understand intramural soft-
ball is a social activity, just like parties at the
Party Barn.
i—r-r ZL i \.~r
Career Services
April 30th Resume Deadlines
Insignia/ESG, Associate
ICM, Agent Assistants & Interns
Jim Batterson, Experienced
Crewmember on Sailing Yacht
Joslin Diabetes Center, Senior
Research Analyst
Kepco, Inc., Production Test and
Quality Assurance Engineer
Lake Forest Academy, Spanish
Teacher
LAM Design, Inc., Graphic
Intern
Lois Paul & Partners, Associate
Account Representative
Lyster Watson & Company,
Hedge Fund Analyst
Margeotes Fertitta & Partners,
Account Coordinator
Massachusetts Audubon Society,
Member Services Assistant
Mediaworks, Inc., Multiple
positions
MedSafe, Inc., Receptionist,
OSHA Specialist
Megunticook Management
Mercury Partners LLC, In
vestment Banking Analyst
Merrill Lynch
MFS Fund Distributors, Inc.,
Wholesaler, Teleservices Rep
MICELL Technologies, Chemist
Millward Brown, Assistant
Research Executive
Moore & Van Allen, PLLC,
Document Clerk
Mystic Seaport Museum, Sales
Associate
NARAL, Intern
National Institute of Standards
&Technology, Computer Scientist
National Science Foundation,
NSB Operations Assistant
NYC Economic Development
Corp,, Marketing Intern
Pace Global Energy Services,
Research Analyst
Phylos, Inc., Research Associate
Pratt & Whitney, Computer
Science ,
Prudential Securities, Analyst
Qualcomm Incorporated, Interns
Reitman Personnel, Lab
Technician
Robinson-Humphrey Co., LLC,
Research Associate
Scholastic, Inc., Editorial Intern
SZ&A, Production Assistant
Teacher Training Institute at
Buckingham, Student Teaching
Internship/Graduate
The Bolles School, Teachers
The Children's Home of
Cromwell, Residential Counselor
The Nightingale/Bamford School
Accounting
The School for Young Children
at Saint Joseph College,
Teaching Assistant
The Washington Times,
Publishing
Tiffany & Co., Advertising
Coordinator
Tom's of Maine, Acorn
Champion - Oral Wellness
Tucker Alan, Inc., Staff
Consultant
United Community & Family
Services, Inc., Parent Aide -
Addiction Specialist
University of Kentucky, Research
Scientist
WCVB-TV 5, Fellowship
Whitehead Institute/MIT Centei
for Genome Research
William Gallagher Associates,
Assistant Account Manager
William Rawn Associates,
Architects, Inc., Assistant,
i r ZUL
Career Services
April 3Oth Resume Deadlines
AAOC State's Attorney's
Office, Advocate Volunteer and
Law Clerk
Addison Gallery of American
Art, Curatorial Fellow &
Education
Aerotek, Design Engineer
Allyn & Bacon, Marketing
Assistant
Austine School for the Deaf,
Deaf Camp Staff
Baltimore Ravens Football
Club, Marketing/Public
Relations
BARRA RogersCasey,
Investment Consulting Analyst
Bear Stearns, Sales Assistant &
Corporate Events
Coordinator
Biogen,.Inc, Intern
Brooks School, Secondary Edu-
cation
Brown Brothers Harriman &
Co, Financial Office
Business Development Asia
LLC, Analyst
Campbell Associates,
Junior Equity Research Analyst
Campbell, Campbell, Edwards
& Conroy, Legal
Assistant
Cereon Genomics, Entry Level
CitiGroup Investments, Inc.,
Investment Analyst
Commonfund Capital, Inc.
CVS Pharmacy, Assistant Man-
ager
Deerfield Academy, Teaching
Fellow
Delphi Automotive Systems,
Clinic - Occupational Medicine
Document Solutions, Inc.,
Account Managers &
Executives
Educational Testing Service,
Research Assistant
Electronic Market Center
Ernst Land Design,
Office Administrator/Landscaper
FamilyFun Magazine,
Editorial Intern
Farm Credit Northeast Region
Agricultural Credit
Associations, Credit
Representative
Fellowship of Reconciliation,
Peace Internships
Food Network
Forreste.r Research, Training
Associate
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver
& Jacobson, Legal Assistant
Georgia Dept of Natural
Resources, Environmental
Specialist
Grace Church School, Develop-
ment Assistant, Math & Science
Teachers
Greenwich Public Schools,
High School Math Teacher
Harris Corporation
Harvard Business School Pub-
lishing, Interns
Heathwood Hall Episcopal
School, Camp Counselor
1
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Scores And Standings
Baseball:
Standings
East Division
Trinity
Tufts
Bowdoin
Colby
Bates
West Division
Wesleyan
Williams
Amherst
Hamilton
Middlebury
W
9
7
3
1
0
4
6
4
1
3
NESCAC
L
3
1
3
5
8
5
1
1
9
2
Men's Lacrosse
Standings
Middleburry
Wesleyan
Bowdoin
Amherst
Conn. College
Trinity
Tufts
Bates
Colby
Williams
W
6
6
5
2
4
3
3
2
1
0
Pet.
.700
.875
.500
.167
.000
.444
.857
.800
.100
.600
*
NESCAC
L
0
0
2.
5
3
4
4
4
5
5
Men's Tennis:
-v. Williams (L 6-1)
Pet.
1.000
1.000
.714
..268
. ,57;1
.429
.429
.333;
.167
.000
W
22
14
11
6
1
14
18
13
4
3
W
9
12
6
5
•• 5
5
7
5
2
2
• > • /
Overall
L
5
8
12
.11
16
10
3
8
15
2
T Pet.
0 .815
1 .630
0 .478
0 .353
0 .059
1 .508
0 .857
0 .619.
0 .211
0 .471
Overall
L
1
1
4
5
4
6
5
5
5
10
Pet.
.900
.923
.600
.500
.556
.455 .
.600
.500. :
-.286
.167
•'4s
Softball:
Standings
East Division
Bowdoin
Tufts
Colby .
Bates
Trinity
West Division
Amherst
Williams
Hamilton
Middlebury
Wesleyan
, — f c ^ -
NESCAC
W L Pet.
2 0 1.000
6 0 1.000
2 2 .500
0 2 .000
0 4 .000
4 0 1.000
2 0 1.000
2 4 .333 •
0 4 .000
2 4 .333
Women's Lacrosse:
Standings
Middleburry
Williams
Amherst
Bates
NESCAC
W L. Pet.
7 0 1.000
7 0 1.000
6 1 .857
3 4 .429
Conn. College 3 5 .375
Bowdoin
Colby
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
3 4 .429
3 4 .429
2 6 .250
2 5 .286
0 7 .000
Women's Rowing:
—" v^y-1 /-\4- £* t-*m
Overall
W
10
21
6
. 7
5 •
14
15
7
4 •
8
W
9
9
10
9
5
5
6
7
4
2
L '
4
8
9
10
20
6
8
21
11
13
r Pet.
0 .714
1 .717
0 .400
0 .412
0 .200
0 .705
0 .652.
0 .250
0 .267
0 .381
Overall
L
0
0
1
4
7
4
4
7
3
8
Pet.
1.000
1.000
.909
.692
.417
;556
.600
.500
.571
.286
Men's Track And Field:
- 3rd At Wesleyan Invitational
Women's Tennis: . '
- 3rd at NESCAC championships
Men's Rowing:
-1st of 2 teams at Holy Cross
Women's Track And Field:
-3rd At Wesleyan Invitational
Phat Nasty Disqualified From
Intramural Softball
BY COLEY DALE
Sports Editor
For the first time in recent
memory, a softball team has
been disqualified. Not for
brawling, not for trash talking,
but for consuming alcohol on
the main quad. The team
known as Phat Nasty is no
more. In a ruling handed down
through the administration, the
final verdict has been that they
will not play for the rest of the
season.
"We went out to play the
game, we brought a couple
thirty packs," commented Peter
Nesbit '02. "Dean Card
stumbled upon us and wasn't
too happy. I think it's somewhat
of a conspiracy involving the
WWF Superstars."
The ruling comes as the re-
cent agreement to play games
on the South Quad has finished.
Walter Adamy commented that
the teams knew what the rules
were, and that there was a cap-
tains meeting so there was no
way that they could be an-
swered. It has been agreed by
Play
been a way to unite as a com-
munity," commented Kristen
Hagan '02, a player an the team
Color of Panic, a team in the
coed league. "And teams should
not be kicked out of something
that brings social groups to-
gether ."
The administration has
"Its pretty ridiculous. I'm not suprised
by it though" -John Meagher '01
many that Walter is not the per-
son to blame in this ruling.
"It's pretty ridiculous," said
John Meagher '01. "I'm not sur-
prised by it though." In a sea-
son full of controversy, this
recent punishment has sent
Shockwaves through the school
and through the softball league.
"Intramural softball has always
clearly been cracking down on
Softball this year. With the
games on the quad at risk ear-
lier this season, some are won-
dering what will be next.
"1 thought that drinking was
part of the game, last year teams
brought thirty-packs to games
and no one seemed to.care," said
Zach Pava '03.
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Trinity Rowing Defeats Bates, Middlebury
Strong Performance From Both Men and Women in Defeat of NESCAC Rivals With WPIand UNH
BY WILLIAM JENKINS
1 / Sports Writer
The men and women's crew
team did very well this week-
end. They left little doubt, with
over twenty separate boats on
the water, that the Trinity row-
ing program is a stronger force
than it was last year.
The men's second varsity
eight, stroked by powerhouse
Brett Faulds '03 started the day
off on the right foot, beating
both the Worcester PolyTech
and Bates crews by open water.
Rowers Steven Baxter '02 and
Reed Wilmerding '01 were de-
termined to pull ahead early on
in the race.
Coxswain Benjamin Sayles '01
called for a strong twenty
strokes in the middle of the
course, and his crew met his
challenge, separating them-
selves from the rest for the re-
mainder of the race. When
asked to comment, Sayles said "I
am not sure if you could really
call it a race. It was more like
we blew their doors off from the
get-go".
The men's first varsity fol-
lowed in true colors, leaving not
Giallanella "03 led their boat to
victory, cruising past the always
strong boats from UNH, WPI,
climb, improving each week"
Closing out the day, the aero-
bic dynamo Pat Guelakis '03
The Men's Crew team shows its dominance in recent race
much to be wondered about
whom the dominant force on
the water was Saturday. Senior
co-Captain and stroke Barrett
Bijur '01 and Coxswain Joe
Middlebury and Bates.
Giallanella mentioned that "...it
was our best race thus far - well
executed, very smooth and re-
laxed - we are on an uphill
TALBOT BECK
made sure that the men's four
performed well.
Congratulations should be
extended all around to the
women's boats, who left a last-
ing impression at Lake
Quinsigamond this weekend.
The varsity women took home
a set of shirts from UNH, Bates
and Midd lebury clinching their
first complete victory of the
year. Coxswain and co-Captain
Emily Queen '01 called her row-
ers to action, and did not let
them ease up for a single stroke.
Amanda Gifford '03, Mara
Keith'01, and Susanna Kise '01
kept the boat fast and furious as
they blasted through their lesser
competition. Meanwhile the
second varsity boat continued
their undefeated season, beating
out UNH. Julia Sanders '03,
Emily McCort '03, and
Katherine Jessup '03 started
down the course strong and fin-
ished with flying colors. By the
end of the race, UNH had no
choice but to cede defeat to a
superior Trinity boat.
The freshmen men continued
their winning season, rowing
past four other strong schools.
Coxswain Ed Williams called
for the bow ball of WPI, Middle-
bury, Bates and the University of
Continued on page 22
Lacrosse Splits
in NESCAC Play
Bantams Down Wesleyan; Fall to Middlebury
BY ALICE ROBINSON
Sports Writer
Trinity Women's Lacrosse
handed NESCAC rival,
Wesleyan their fifth straight
loss last Wednesday beating
them 10-5.Junior goalie Kelly Jo
Burnett played her best game of
the season saving 18 shots over-
all and 11 in the second half
alone. Trinity out scored
Wesleyan 5-1 in the second half
and was able to keep Wesleyan
scoreless until the final minutes
of play. The Bantam defenders
aided Burnett in this victory
with strong play from senior
midfielder tri-captain Mary
Jacobs. Jacobs, who is always a
powerful defender for the team
played with heart and intensity
to keep the opposing Cardinals
away from the goal.
With help from the support-
ing defenders and a stellar at-
tack, the Lady Bants improve to
7-6 overall and 2-5 in the
NESCAC. The win over
Wesleyan was Trinity's 18th
consecutive victory. Offensively
the Bants were on fire, connect-
ing beautifully in the midfield
and moving the ball well inside
the eight. Sophomore Laura
Davis scored two goals in the
second half. Junior midfielder
Anna Sullivan and sophomore
midfielder Elizabeth Miller
were able to capture hat tricks
after their second half play.
Sullivan also added an assist,
while junior tri-captain Ashley
Taylor assisted three Trinity
goals and was able to put one
past the Cardinals goalie. This
win was what the lacrosse team
needed after an upsetting loss
against Williams the previous
Saturday. Trinity's next chal-
lenge came in Middlebury this
past Saturday. Middlebury,
ranked No. 1 in Division 3, has
traditionally been a strong
team, winning five national
championships in recent years.
While Trinity went into the
game hoping to play well and
challenge the defending na-
tional champs, they came back
with a loss, and drop to7-7 and
2-6 in the NESCAC
Middlebury scored the first
six goals of the game before
Trinity could put one past fresh-
man goalie Sarah Grenert to
make the score 6-1, but the Pan-
thers answered back with five
more goals, increasing their
lead to 11-1. Right before the sec-
ond half came to an end, the
Bantams were able to score an-
other goal, not giving up their
fight. Middlebury was able to
maintain a comfortable lead
and take home the victory with
a score of 15-5. The trip up to
Middlebury was Trinity's last
road trip of the regular season
and will close the season with a
game against Bowdoin this up-
coming Saturday. Hopes are for
a win, and with a full week of
practice ahead of them, the
Lady Bants look promising to
close the season on the winning
end.
Basebal I Team Clinches
Birth In NESCAC Tourney
Alan Andreini '02 Prepares for a Pitch
on the winning track this past
weekend, with four straight vic-
tories on a road trip that took.
them to both Bowdoin and
Bates College.
The Baseball team got back The Bantams swept Bowdoin
BY PATRICK
1
 MARINARO
Sports Writer
in a three game series while tak-
ing a single game from Bates.
Trinity upped their record to 22-
5 overall and 9-3 in New En-
gland Small College Athletic
Conference Eastern Division
play. The victory ensured Trin-
ity of a postseason birth in the
NESCAC tournament.
It has been a season of streaks
for the Bantams. After starting
the season 3-1, Trinity won fif-
teen consecutive games, setting
a school record. The streak was
halted by a mid season slide that
saw them lose four straight.
The Bantams began the trip
in Brunswick, Maine as they
faced the Bowdoin College Polar
Bears last Friday.
Senior co-captain Jarrett
Bayliss ended the Bantam losing
streak with a complete game
victory. Bayliss gave up seven
hits and only one unearned
runs in the 13-1 victory. The win
brings Bayliss' record to 6-1 on
the year. The Bantam offense
proved to be more than ad-
equate as they notched 18 hits
off Polar Bear pitching. Kurt
Piantek '03, who had four hits,
and Greg Spanos '02, Mark
Mahoney '02 , Andrew
Freimuth '02 , and Robert
Dolliver '03 paced the Trinity of-
fensive barrage.
The Bantams then took on the
Polar Bears in a Saturday double-
header.
Game one saw Bantam
Sophomore Jonah Bayliss give
up only three hits and four runs.
in the 6-4 victory. The win gives
Bayliss his fourth victory of the
continued on page 24
